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mat-ter-

Mineral Lands
Arizona.

Rich

Broadway, New York City, which

in

plains itself:

The A
Copper Belt
and Gold Mining and Milling Company
owns eighteen claims, embracing an
area of over 360 acres of rich mineral
lands within three miles of Globe, Arizona. The company has already expended many thousands of dollars on
its property in the way of development,
and has Installed a large double
geared steam hoist and a 100 horse
power engine, built a shaft house and
blacksmith shop, and has now one of
the best equipped mining properties in
the great southwest.
There are numerous small shafts,
open cuts, one tunnel 145 feet long, a
run on the vein, one cross cut tunnel,
250 feet, long, one prospecting shaft
153 feet deep, and on'e larg3 double
compartment shaft now down about
1G0 feet.
The very latest information
is that the big shaft is in solid ore,
which is high grade copper, carrying
good values in gold and silver,
in a Rich Copper Belt.
The property of this company is
within a mile of one of the largest and
richest mines in the United biato
and in the same great copper belt
that that big mine is in, and with de
velopment will become one of the
large paying mines of Arizona.
The stock of the company is nov
selling at 50 cents per share and is
much sought after, as it is believe;!
that it will go much higher. Tt now
op
anuears that the Arizona-Coloradper Belt and Gold Mining and Milling
eomoaBT has already passed the ex
perimental stage, and has a mining
proposition which Is sate to invest in
and investors can expect returns on in
vestments soon.
Will Install a Smelter.
"To buy mining stock in a good
comnanv when 1 is just starting, and
the stock is cheap," said Robert M.
Foree, well known in this city, presi
dent and eeneral manager of the Arl
Belt and Gold Mining
and Milling Company today, "is a nice,
easy and quick way to make a fortune
mall investment. We have
on a
known mining stocks to start at ten
cents a share' that finally sold as high
A stockholder
as $S0 per share.
makes money two ways: First, his
stock enhances in value. Second, at
ter the mine gets on a paying basis, it
soon begins to pay dividends, and the
early investor usually gets more tnan
his money back in dividends alone
Copper Belt and
The Arizona-ColoradGold Mining and Milling Company has
a verv promising property, which is
destined to become a large and rich
paying mine. The company will in
stall a smelter to treat its own ore.'!
ricona-Colorad-

P
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swer:

"Your esteemed favor of December
1 to Colonel Max. Frost, at Santa Fe,
secretary of the Bureau of Immigration, has been referred to me to answer.
"As far as known there are no
bodies of schelite, tungsten, or wolframite, or molybdenite ores opened up
on a .commercial scale in this Territory. I have some very excellent samples of schelite and wolframite from
the southern portion of the Territory,
but I have so far been unable to locate any commercial bodies of those
ores, although we find schelite assay
ing over CO per cent, and it is very
likely thai development may demonstrate that it can be operated commer.
cially.
"In case I hear anything of interest,
shall be pleased to take the matter up
'
with you."
The Bureau of Immigration requests
that if anyone in the Territory knows
of any deposits of the ores above referred to, that he address either the
Bureau of Immigration, or Mr. Woolf,
who is evidently anxious to open busi
ness relations of considerable magni
tude in the premises.

FUNERALS
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UP IN CHICAGO
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FORBIDDEN BY
GOVERNMENT
Saxony Will Not Allow Strikers Be
longing to Textile Trades to Hold

Christmas Parties.

19 The Saxon
Berlin! December
the holding
forbidden
has
government
of several great Christmas parties at
Crimmitschau by strikers belonging to
the textile trades, on the ground thatthevNrill be seditious gatherings tend'
A
inn tn rHatiirh the nil hi ie Deace.
re
is
the
bitterness
of
intense
feeling
sinlf

--

Still No Signs of Peace Between Livery and Hearse Drivers and Their
Employers.
Chicago, Dec. 19 With nearly 75
funerals to be held in Chicago today
there are no signs of peace between
the livery and hearse drivers and employers. In the cold and drizzling
rain, relatives of those to be buried,
slipped along the ice and slush that
covered the pavements, following to
the railway stations the "dead" wag
ons of the undertakers.
The police guards required several
funerals and they were compelled to
use clubs to disperse the crowds of
striking cabmen and sympathizers, and
in several instances residences where
funerals were held had to be surrounded by strike pickets.
Stablemen and stockmen are threatening to go out, which will cripple the
ambulance service.

Thp streets of Crimmitschau are now
the
patrolled by gendarmes. Nearly seven
whole bodv of strikers, between
COLOMBIAN TROOPS.
and eicht thousand marched over the
Altenof
the
into
frontier
territory
hnrar. a few days ago to discuss the
Discovered at Mouth of Atrato River
situation beyond the reach of the Sax-n- n
Have oailed Northward in
ffovfimment. They determined to
Gunboat.
now
strike1
has
which
persist tn the
lasted eighteen weeks.
Washington, Dec. 19 The navy department has received a cablegram
from Rear Admiral Glass at Panama
AIITI-BOODLI- IIG
to the effect that according to a report
which just reached him from a steamsmall "force of Colombian
PLATFORM er, the which
had been discovered at
troops,
the mouth of the Atrato River, had
Predicted That President Roosevelt sailed northward in a Colombian gunboat.
Will Adopt One in the Next
Glass was not able to verify the re.
Campaign.
.
",
J
19
Charles
port.
Dec.
Kansas Citv.
been
who
has
of
Baltimore,
Bonaparte
investigating the Dawes commission in russia'cannot raise
.'

(

"

'

the Indian Territory, arrived here today. He refused to'' discuss the result
'
lnvestleatloh.
nf
that the Roose-yel- t
:. He said, however,
administration was determined to
iov all the wrone doers punished and
every charge of official corruption
would be probed to the bottom.
He said it looked to him as if Roose
velt would make his next race for the
presidency on an anti boodling plat
"

form.

,

Are
All

Noticeable EveryAre

a loan in london.

London, Dec. 19 Rothschilds have
heard nothing of any suggestions that
Russia will attempt to raise a loan of
$135,000,000 or any other amount in
Great Britain and declare the report
probably unfounded. Russia, they say,
could not raise a loan here and judging from their latest advices' from
Parla, It would probably be equally
to raise more mondifficult for
..
ey In France,

Clerk-Carrier-

Making

STEP

PRELIMINARY

First Proposition

Which

proved Was In no
Ultimatum.

Money,

"Your kind and interesting letter of
November 25, to hand, and please receive my thanks for same. Have written the two gentlemen whose names
and addresses you kindly gave me.
"As you are so kind as to offer your
services, I am going to trespass once
more. I do a large business in rare
minerals, such as schelite, tungsten,
molybdenite, etc., and if you, or any
of your friends know of deposits of
rare minerals, if they will forward to
will have
me, good sized samples,
same analyzed. At same time, it
would be best for them to give me
price in car load lots, either on cars
at point of shipment, with rate of
freight to New York, Philadelphia,
Boston and Baltimore, or if they can
give price delivered at these points,
please do so."
trans
The Bureau of Immigration
mitted this letter to Hon. C. T. Brown,
secretary of the board of regents of the
School of Mines, and mining engineer
of acknowledged reputation and high
standing, who made the following an-

75

PROSPERITY A

the Czar
Sense an

Ap.

Foree, president and genParis, Dec. 19 Russia has made aneral manager of the Arizona-Coloradother move toward avoiding a rupture
Copper Belt and Gold Mining and with Japan and there is reason to beMilling Company, who has just re- lieve their is to be followed in a few
turned from a business trip in the east, days by the submission of a second
and through the states of Kansas, Ne- proposition tending to ameliorate the
braska, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, Indi- present strained situation.
ana and Kentucky, reports that the
The action already taken consists in
most prosperous conditions he ever giving assurances to the first proposisaw in his life exist wherever he has tion which the Czar approved was in
been. He also reports that there is no sense an ultimatum, or sine qua
a growing sentiment in the east; which non, but a preliminary step tending tomay prove a potent factor in the Na- wards a pacific adjustment.
tional. Republican Convention at ChiDangerous Aspect Removed.
cago next year, favoring United States
This declaration is considered by
of the officials here as removing one of
Senator Marcus Alonzo Hanna,
Ohio, as the standard bearer of the tbe most dangerous aspects of the sit-u- ?
Republican party in1 1904.
'.lon, as it has T Jen asserted that
Every Sign of Thrift.
R wia- '- f reposition was practically an
"There is every sign of .thrift . n
, which upon being rejected
made rupture certain.
throughout the east at the present by J.
time," said Mr. Foree today. "I never
On ti contrary, Russia's assuran-- ;
saw it in a more prosperous, condition ces per
Baron de Rosen, the Rus-'e- r
in all my life. The manufacturers, the sian miri
at Tokio, to continue the
merchants, the farmers and the stock- negotiate s even beyond the terms of
men are all making money and plenty the first oposition.
of it. I visited the cities of Omaha, ChiR,: Tort Not Confirmed.
Louiscago, St. Louis, Indianapolis,
London, Dec. 19 A special dispatch
ville and a number of the Kentucky from Tien Tsin says that it is reporttowns and eastern cities, and every- ed that Japaa sent an ultimatum to
body appeared to be prosperous. How Russia. The report is not confirmed
long this prosperity is going to stay from any source up to six o clock this
with us, is another question.
evening. It is refrarid Impossible
"There is, a growing sentiment in the that such importar.
rs should first
past favorine Senator Hanna of Ohio come from Tien Tt
as the candidate of the Republican
Jelayed.
Japan's Ans1
Dartv for the presidency in 1904. Tht
Dec. 1'
..an's answer to
Tokio,
or
in
favor
tnf 'Russia has no'
under current there
jeen sent owing toSenator is so strong, that I am of the f e indispoc
the Russian min.of
opinion that President Roosevelt b
friends who desire that he be nominatbe delayed a day or two.
Republican ably
ed at the next National
No Ultimatum Sent.
Hnnvpntion mav meet with a serious
Dec. 19- -8 p. m.- -In
reply
ndon.
opposition as it looks to me that the n v.. - itimlirv nf ,he Associated Press
or..
frepresentative ttepuDiicans
ien Tsm
mlng the report fro
want Senator Hanna for ttie nor,
east
to
.
an
sent
ultimatum
had
Vat
Japan
i
lnation.
Russia. Baron Hayashi, the Japanese
To Spend Holidays Here.
said this eve"I have returned to Santa Fe to minister at Great Britain
not been
has
ultimatum
"An
snend the holiday season with my wife ning:
sent."
for
leave
will
and
and little daughter,
Globe, Arizona, about the first 01 the
vear. to again assume the direction
of the interests of the Arizona-Colo- ?
rado Copper Belt and Gold Mining
and Milling Company."
Mr. Foree is well known throughout
northern New Mexico, he having been
a resident of this city and this section
4
fnr manv vears. ' He is a conservative
Democrat, although at present not In This Is Sole Asset of Golden
nolities. He was clerk of the District
Rule Copper Company CapCourt of the First Judicial District un
der the first Cleveland administration
italized at $2,000,000.
under Associate Justice R. A. Reeves.
In that position he made an excellent
'
record.
CHARGED
IS
FRAUD

Robert

M.

o

l

ONE ROLL

TOP DESK

back

WITHDRAWN

s
Civil
Are Taking the
Service Examination at High
Move
School Today.

Russia Has Made Another
in This Direction in Japanese
Negotiations.

Strong Under Current Throughout the East Favoring Him
Territor
of
the
The correspondence
for President in 1904.

APPLICANTS

RUPTURE
'

Correspondence is Constantly on the
Increase Questions Asked Cover
a Wide Area.

TROOPS TO BE

SEVENTEEN

TO AVOID A

BOOM

THE EAST

ial Bureau of Immigration in this city,
is constantly on the increase, and questions are asked daily upon many
GENERAL
OWNS EIGHTEEN CLAIMS
many of them being for informaminerals.
tion concerning
A few days ago the following letter
Signs of Thrift
Acres
Over
Area
of
360
Embrace an
was received from Henry M. Woolf, 32
where and
of
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to Alexandre, .

Decision Reached at a Conference Between Governor Pea
one
young
Sixteen young men and
Bell.
body and Adj't-Gen.

r
woman are taking the
in
the
examination
High
civil service
School buildinK today, which marks
the initial step toward making the em
ployes of the Santa Fe postofflce come
under the civil service commission, at
Washington.
The examination is being conducted
bv W. H. Long, secretary of the civil
service examination board at Albu
querque, assisted by John K. Stauffer,
a clerk in the local postomce, who is
serving as temporary secretary, pending the establishment of a civil ser
vice examination board in the Capital
City, when he will in all probability
serve permanently as secretary 01 tne
board.
Second Grade Examination.
The examination in progress is the
second grade examination provided by
the civil service commission at Wash
ington for clerks and carriers in the
postal service. It consists of spelling,
arithmetic, reading addresses, penmanship and geography, and should prove
comparatively easy for those who
have taken the high school course In
the public schools.
The applicants are allowed four
hours and a half for the examination,
of which 5 minutes is the alloted time
in which to take down "25 words cor
rectly from dictation, and the same
time is allowed to read the 25 addressed postal cards, which are given
to the applicants Individually and In
clerk-carrie-

ORDERS WERE ISSUED
To

ta

Reduce Cripple Creek Force and
Relieve 155 Men at
Telluride.

npnver. Dec. 19 At a conference
between Governor Peabody and Adjutant General Bell, it was decided to
withdraw all troops gradually from
both Cripple Creek and the xenunae
mining districts. Orders were issued
to reduce the Cripple Creek force immediately from 375 to 300 men and to
relieve 115 men at Telluride.
At the first of the year another cut
will be made and General Bell says
that within 30 days all troops will be
withdrawn because the strike Is practi
cally over.
Governor Offers Reward.
Denver. Dec. 19 Governor Peabody
has issued a proclamation offering a
rownrri of $500 for the arrest and con
viction of any one directly connected
in

the dvnamite outraee committed

at

postomce; Alexander McDowell, Lynn
J. Shirk, Lawrence B. Koblitz, David
Gonzales, Edward C. Tafoya, Oswald
W. Digneo, Americo Digneo, Charles
H. Lauchner, Frank C. Dettlebach,
Grover C. Abbott, Ernest A. Slaughter,
Robert J. Crichton, Stuart C. McCrim-mon- ,
George F. Parsons, William L.
Vanarsdale and Oscar Klein.
Upon the conclusion of the examination the papers will be forwarded to
at
service commission
the civil
Washington, where the percentage will
he marked. Those passing' the high
est examination will be eligible for the
first openings as carriers and substitute carriers, and substitute clerks, in
the Santa Fe postofflce.

New Castle, Colorado, Thursday, when.
the homes of five striking coal miners
were blown up while the occupants
were asleep.
Compelled to Leave Pueblo.
Pnehlo. Dec. T9 Charles H. Moyer,
president of the Western Federation
of Miners, and Max Malich, presided
of the Denver Smelter Men's Union,
have been compelled by the police and
citizens to leave Pueblo. Some prelim- inarv action in this direction was taK- en by the city council and at a late
hour last night a police captain gave
both visitors official notice to leave
town or to go to jail. Malich left on
the first train and Moyer followed
shortly. They have been here this
week trying to organize a union of laborers at the four local smelters but
met with small success.
Still Another Venire Necessary.
Georgetown, Dec. 19 Efforts to secure a jury In the Sua and Moon explosion case is still unsuccessful, and
today the court announced it would order another venire returnable Monday
afternoon. An adjournment was then
taken until that time.

SEVEN KILLED IN

CONGRESS HAS

private.

Names of the Applicants.
The names of the seventeen applicants follow. Miss Pamela L. Robertson, who is a substitute clerk in the

UNIVERSITY

ADJOURNED

FIRE

Women's Dormitory of Walden Insti
tution for Educating Colored People at Nashville in Ruins.
Nashville. Dec. 19 Seven are dead
and seventeen are seriously injured as
the result of last night's fire in the
women's dormitory of Walden university an Institution for the education of
colored people. The frightened in
mates hurled themselves from tne
windows and a number were crushed

to death.
Meeting at Which Ways and Means
The dormitory Is a four story buildWere Discussed Opened
of brick and the only exit was
ing
Consul Davis Leaves Beirut on the
"
the main stairway which was
down
With Prayer.
United States Cruiser San
soon cut off after the fire broke out.
Francisco.
All the dead and Injured, with a few
the
New York, Dec. 19 At a meeting exceptions, are negroes from
stockhold- southern states.
Constantinople, Dec. 19 Rear Ad- opened with prayer by the
miral Cotton has left Beirut on board ers of the defunct Golden Rule Copper
of the U. S. cruiser San Francisco tak Company, capitalized at $2,000,000 to FIRE BREAKS OUT IN
near TucA CHICAGO
HOTEL.
ing Consul Davis to Alexandretta operate a mine said to exist
which place Davis left as a result of son, Arizona, ways and means were
in
out
afternoon
this
A
broke
fire
discussed for realizing some return for
the Attarlan affair.
Hotel. The building
the
Parkgate
Yonkers
of
citizens
Minister Lelshman has informally the Investment, by
contains a hundred families. Women
discussed the Alexandretta incident of $125,000.
onand children were hurriedly removed
the
found
that
shareholders
but
The
with the Turkish foreign minister
by the firemen. The flames were conone
roll
top
is
has not yet presented a formal de ly assets practically,
fined to the fourth floor and the loss
mand for reparation. The offlclais desk, valued at $25 and a bag of specismall.
was
are
investors
of
the
Most
mens.
a
show a desire to arrive at settlement
church folks.
of the affair.
nnfi of the sneakers charged the PERU RECOGNIZES
Governor to Apologize.
REPUBLIC OF PANAMA.
Davis'
19
Consul
company's officers with fraud and de
Washington, Dec.
Dec. 19 By a decree
Peru,
Lima,
perreturn to Alexandretta in state aboard clared one of them unloaded his
18, the Peruvian govDecember
dated
a cruiser as the guest of honor Is ex- sonal stock holdings on investors
the Republic
has
ernment
recognized
worth-- sublime
was
while the plant
practically
plained by the fact that the
Panama.
of
porte accepted the American view of less.
the unpleasant affair at Alexandretta.
The state department has received a
OFFlCIALMATTERS.
cablegram from Minister Lelshman to
governTurkish
the effect that the
In the matter of the protest of Valen-tit- a
ment has instructed the governor of
and Antonio
S. de Mondragon
Alexandretta to apologize to Davis on
J. Ortiz of this county versus C. F.
his return there. This, it is believed,
closes the incident.
Easley and W. A. Dunlavy, Benjamin
Cruiser New York Being Put Into Con- M. Read, Esq., attorney for the
has received notice from the
dition to Sail at Puget
ldfcal United States land office that the
Sound.
$21,000,000 BRID6E.
petition of the protestants for a hearfrom
ing has been allowed. The date will
19
A
Dec!
dispatch
Structure Turned , Seattle,
New Williamsburg
fixed later. The property Involves
be
Over to the City and Formally
Puget Sound navy yard says hurried the SE
section 8, T 13 N,
SW
to
the
made
are
put
Dreoaratlons
being
Opened Today
6 E, N. M. P. M. The land is very
R
to
condition
York
into
cruiser New
In coal.
New York, Dec. 19 The new Will- sail. The officers say they have or- valuable
Funds Received.
Territorial
Corean
to
once
at
and
second
greater ders toproceed
iamsburg bridge,
J. H. Vaughn
Treasurer
Territorial
war
has
waters!
believe
firmly
They
than the bridge across Eaist River conr
the
received
public
following
has
and
necting the Boroughs of Manhattan been declared between Russia based
From Eugenlo Romero, treasfunds:
is
belief
their
to
over
infer
the
and
was
turned
and Brooklyn
Japan,
collector of San Miurer and
on information from Washington.
city and formally opened today.
taxes for 1902,
$121.93
County,
For Admiral Glass' Flagship. . guel
The dedicatory exercises lasted the
taxes for 1903.
and
$18,459.05
at
19
Is
stated
It
Dec.
the
Washington,
entire day. The. bridge, including
land condemned for the ' approaches, the navy, department . this afternoon
The New1 Mexican Printing Com' that the cruiser New York is destined
cost about $21,000,000.
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pro-testan-

Consideration of Postal Scandals Goes
Over in Senate Until After Holiday Recess.

Washington, Dec. 19 When the Sen
ate met today, Senator Gorman asked
immediate consideration of his resolu
tion directing the postmaster general
to send to the Senate the reports of
Fourth Assistant Postmaster General
Brlstow and of Holmes Conrad and
Charles G. Bonaparte,
special com
He
missioners for the 'government.
said the reports for which the resolu
tion called already had been sent to
the House and printed.
Senator Lodge suggested that the
but
House decument be
Senator Gorman said the document
had only been published by the House
committee, and he preferred to have
the Information direct from the head
of the postofflce department. Senator Quay then objected and asked for
the postponement of the resolution for
the day. This had the effect of postponing consideration until ater the
holidays.

Senator Morgan's resolution offered
ths
yesterday was then laid before was
Senate. Senator Pettus said it
important to know if the participation
of the United States In the birth of
Panama had been of a character
tarnish the honor of this country. He
announced it would be his purpose to
confine himself to the consideration ot
the legal aspects of the case, adding if
the recital should prove a severe reflection upon the administration, the
fault must be attributed to the law and

;

1

'

I
9

fe.
83,

not to himself.
He quoted the authorities and declared such law severe In the commentary upon what the United States
had been doing to Panama. When 'he
concluded the senate adjourned until

January

4.

Adjourned for the Holidays.
Washington, Dec. 19 Soon after
convening today, the House adjourned
until Monday, January 4, 1904,

,

1--

0

1--

TOM PENDERGAST
DYING IN CAL.FORNIA.
j
Sacramento, Dec 19 Thomas

Pen-derga- st,

who fought "Kid" Williams
last night before the Acme Athlette,
Club, is in a dying condition from the
effects of the beating received. He
has been unconscious several hours.
Williams has been arrested and the
managers may also be taken into custody.
.
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THE

THE PEOPLE.
The course of Democratic Senators
and Democratic papers in the northern
eastern states in denouncing the
and
PUBLISHERS
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
COMPANY,
action of the President in recognizing
Editor the Republic of Panama and in nego-of
MAX. FROST
tiating a treaty for the construction
PAUL A. F. WALTER
canal across the new republic is
the
Associate Editor,
not looked upon with much favor in
..
CHARLES M. STAUFFER
Manager the south where it is
universally recog-nizethat the construction and comat
Second"
matter
Class
Entered as
pletion of the canal vould be the great
tne Santa Fe Postofflce.
est boons that could be conferred upon that section within
the next 20
The New Mexican is the oldest news
To be sure there are many
years.
ev
to
sent
is
Mexico.
It
paper in New
Democratic Senators and Representa
ry postofflce in the Territory, and has tives from the southern states
who
circulation
among are
a large and growing
to the use of the Panama
opposed
the intelligent and progressive people route and who still
bitterly denounce
of the Southwest.
the action of the administration in the
matter. But these honorable gentlemen are not supported by the strong
SUBSCRIPTION.
OF
RATES
and influential papers of their section
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
nor by public sentiment there. To be
$1 00
Dally, per month, by carrier
sure they have some newspaper fol
75
Daily per month, by mail
lowing and that is natural, the people:
4 00
Daily, six months, by mail
however, and the majority of the
50
7
'Daily, one year, by mail..
press are against them, their meth
2 00 ods and
Daily, three months, by mail
their denunciations. The
25
Weekly. ter month
Scimeter, published at Memphis, Ten
75 nessee,
Weekly, per quarter
by the way a very good and
1 00
changes may take place in an indusWeekly, six months
2 00 try like stock growing in the course
Weekly, per year
of ten years; and thus men who rely
upon the figures of the regular census,
once in ten years, have, toward
taken
UN 6 N (f,)l .ABEfy
the end of a census decade, little upon
which to base their market
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A NATIONAL LIVESTOCK CENSUS

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE SANTA
NECESSARY.
FE POSTOFFICE.
The National Livestock Association
a
Within
few days Santa Fe will
next
in
will meet
Portland, Oregon,
month and it is hoped that the live- have a very handsomely fixed up, constock interests of this Territory, both veniently arranged and modern
although it is situated in the
cattle and sheep, will be fully represented thereat. Matters of vast im- oldest public building in the United
portance to cattle growers and sheep States. It will also have free mail de
raisers of New Mexico will come up livery within two months. These are
for consideration and a strong repre- great changes for the better and much
sentation from here is therefore de- credit for securing them is due to the
sired. Among other things the mat- hard working, efficient and trustworthy
ter of the taking of a livestock census postmaster of this city, Paul A. F.
for the country by United States off- Walter. Had it not been for his preinsistent
liminary, consistent and
icials in 1905 will come up for action.ids-cussioand recommendation to Con- work these boons would not have been
Delegate B. S. Rodey has
gress. This subject is a vital one here obtained.
as it would be of great value and bene also worked hard and faithfully to sefit to the commonwealth as well as to cure them for this town and its citithe taxpayers and stock owners them- zens and voters should remember this
selves to get at the correct figures of should he again come up for the suf
the numbers of the cattle, horses frages of the people for the position
mules, sheep, goats and swine owned which he now holds and which he very
and grazed within the borders of the ably fills.
Territory. This journal is in hearty
accord with the Denver Republican THE ALBUQUERQUE
EASTERN
SUBSCRIPTION
ABOUT
upon this subject and concurs fully
with the stand taken by that paper.
The esteemed Albuquerque Journal
"which in a recent editorial says that
it is claimed in behalf of an appro puts the situation regarding the con
priation for this purpose that lack of struction of the Albuquerque Eastern
information concerning the number of Railroad from Moriarty on the Santa
cattle and other farm animals in the Fe Central to the Duke City in right
country, places stock growers at a dis shape when it says that not a very
advantage in making their calculations long pull, nor yst a very strong pull
and estimates on the course of the but only one more pull all together is
market. Cotton growers and others in necessary to put an end to all question
terested in the cotton industry, have, regarding the building of the Albuquerhowever, the benefit of an annual cen que Eastern, and to guarantee the comsus of the cotton crop.
pletion of that line within the next six
All that the livestock growers ask is months.
that a census of farm animals be taken Subscriptions to the total amount of
once in every five years, and it would less than eight thousand dollars are
seem that they are fully justified in still necessary or rather, were neces
making this request. The livestock in- sary when the committee started out
terests are very large, representing in yesterday morning, and this deficit has
the aggregate a product valued at doubtlessly been very materially reduced during the last 24 hours.
many millions of dollars.
In a rapidly growing and developing
country like the United States many
San Juan County farmers and fruit
newsy journal, commenting upon this raisers are still hauling this year's apmatter says that any effort on the
to markets and to railroad
Democrats to obstruct or ple cropat
,jart ofthethecommencement
Durango and Gallup. This
points
of the work season's fruit
delay
in that section was
of digging the Panama Canal will re- enormous, andcrop
of excellent quality.
act to the disadvantage of the party, Had that
county, direct rail connecseeing that the enterprise is so great tion there is no doubt that
s
so
to
all
above
as
and
desirable
rise
of this crop would have been marketed
considerations of partisanship. This in
Chicago and St. Louis at first-clas- s
view has been approved by most of the
But railroad connection with
south and by most of the conservative prices.
must come sooner or
the
county
members of the party who have ex- later and then its
population and prosis
that
The
idea
themselves.
pressed
will increase speedily until the
perity
the Democratic party cannot afford at height is attained. After all even
this time to do the wrong thing which without
direct rail communication the
the Republicans have come to rely up- people there are well contented and
on it to do at the right time.

weak women strong, sick women
well. Acccept no substiute for
the medicine which works won
ders for weak
women.

post-offic-

n

That "Scenic Route" road between
this city and the Dalton Canon Divide
on the Pecos Forest Reserve is all
right.
The Capital City is afflicted with the
presence of several "knockers" and
blackmailers.
It is a pity that this is
true.
The Republicans of Colfax County
would like to have representation on
the delegation from this Territory to
the Republican National Convention.
If not, why not?

THE MANIFEST DESTINY OF CUBA
A few days ago Senator Morgan got
off a very nice thing in the Senate in
discussing something or other (nobody
cares much what he was discussing)
when he said: "The time will come
when Cuba will clip the threads that
restrain her and bind her to us and
again float off into thesea of liberty."
What the Senator meant thereby is
not exactly clear. Cuba is already
floating in a sea of liberty, in fact
much more so than is good for it. As
far as "clipping the threads that re
strain and bind her to this country,"
the chances are that in the manifest
destiny of political events Cuba one of
these years, say within ten years, will
be an integral part of the United
States of its own volition and of its
own free will and accord. Mr. Mor
gan's figures of speech are very nice,
but they do not mean anything and are
not based upon facts. The old gentle
man is quite romantic these days and
especially so when talking about the
Panama Canal and West Indies af
fairs.

J

In a recent trial in Baltimore of a
man charged with postal frauds, wit
nesses for the defence testified that
Mr. Wynne, the first assistant
nost
master general, lives on champagne,
canvas back duck, green peas and ter
rapin solely. This upon the very face
of it is untrue. No man could stand
that dipt for more than a month and
In
live.
addition what had Mr.
Wynne's diet to do with the case may
properly be asked.
Certainly Mr
Wynee's mode of living could not pal
liate the offence charged against the

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe. New Mexico. Offlea
In the Capitol.

FE, N. M.

BENJAMIN

Santa Fe, N.

iB. HANLEYj
W. H. McBRAYER, OLD CROW and
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OVER HOLT aid QUCKEMf EIMER PENN RYE WHISKY,
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.
FRENCH COONAC AND HOLLAND QIN.

SanlaFe,

m
jnexlco.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
QWNNESS'S POSTER AND BASSES'

bo.

25 X

.

j publicans are not afraid. -

.

M.

J. McPHERSON,
Practices in all the
Courts in the Territory.
Santa Fe,
W.

Attorney-atLaw-

.

New Mexico.
WILLIAM

H. H. LLEWELLYN,
.

Las Cruces. New Mori
District attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties
Third Judicial District.
'

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor cimarai
Santa vkv
j
Land and mining business a
specialty!
Attorney-at-Law- .

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the District and Sn.
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
given to all business.
District Attorney for the
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and
San
Juan. Santa Fe. N. m
EDWARD C. WADE,
"Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,

the North Side of the Street.

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON
Seligrmaaa.

Dealers in All Kinds of Domestic and Imported

Senator Dietrich 'says that he
will prove his innocence of the charge
U. S.

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts ana
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B.

affairs in a
citizens sin
be the c
country

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos
CALIFORNIA WINES
RHINE WINES
NATIVE WINES
Family Trade a Specialty

New towns are coming in the field
in New Mexico right along. The more
new towns, the more people, the more
prosperity, the more property, the
more railroads.
If the future growth
of this Territory keeps on in this
ratio, the next census will show a population in the future Sunshine State of
between 500,000 and 600,000 people.

RENEHAN,

Attorney-at-La-

w.

Practices in the Supreme and DUtrtal
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON.
No.

South Side of Plaza. Will soon remove to the New Laughlin
Building: on Don Gaspar Avenue.

103

'

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.

Successfully treats acute and chronio
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m., 5 p. m.
9--

Kussia has prepared a dratt of

an
agreement between that country and
Japan under which the Czar's govern
ment can do a whole lot of things that
Japan does not want done. Russia be
lieves in asking for all it wants and
taking all it, can get, even in agree
ments.
Being a school teacher in the sover
eign state of Indiana is not at all what
it is cracked up to be. A few days
ago the pupils of a school in a country
district took their teacher, tied her se
curely and put her in a horse trough
full of water and up to her neck, Safe
to say that girl will teach there no
longer.

A. P. HOGLE

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,

Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.

Office,

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
ALXSTSO STREET

HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

C. O.

Office: Over

mrrr""

mBf

miw

Civil Engineers

Best of RefeenceOivcnasaB BMBALMER. NfehtCajlB
RESIDENCE 'PHONE Mi.

,

JAY TURLEY,
.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor. Irrigation Work a Specialty. U. S. Deputy
Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M.

WILLIAM VAWOHW, PROF.

under, the present state administration they have nothing to fear.

Largo Sattfle Boons Ur Commercial fltn.

H. S. DUVAL.

New Mexico

Seata Fe

If you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

"

Tt'sphone

71.

Surveyors

DAVID M. WHITE,
...
4 -- ,viI Engineer.
Designs and specifications for iron
and stone bridges. Railroad, water
works and Irrigation engineering.
Office: Governor's Palace, Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

The Palace Hotel

find

&

4

Cuisine and TaVo
Service Unexcelled

Rmovated and RefUf
I
Throughout.

Since the recent decision of the state
Supreme Court of Missouri giving the
'Democratic legislative and city bood-ler- s
there all the chances they want
to escape punishment for their crimes,
the boodlers who left the state for the
states' good are returning home. They

-

each

McKBAN,

Practice in all the Courts, Taos, N.

Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.
SPF.flTAT.TV
To have the best of everything in the line.

No. 259 on

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Attorney-at-Law-

Street,

Mi;

paiace Ave.

WILLIAM

?

;

Formerly State Engineer of Florida,
of Southern Society
and
of Civil Engineers. Thirty years' exper
ience in the construction of railroad3,
water and sewer works. Credentials
filed with the Mayor of Santa Fe.
MARGUERITE GEIMER.

Stenographer and Typewriter,
Notary Public, v
.

No. 106 Aztec Avenue,
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

"

ton

M: READ,
,,

Office Sena Block.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

Successors to

Captain Hobson believes that his
services to the country are not as
greatly appreciated as they should be,
and all because the House committee
on naval affairs has reported unfavordefendant.
ably on his scheme to appropriate
for the building of new
General Reyes, special envoy of the ships' for the American navy. He
Republic of Colombia to this country thinks this an ungrateful country,
and who has recently been elected
president of the republic has decided
to go home as he finds that the Mon
H. N. WILLCOX,
roe doctrine is very much alive and
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT.
will stand no foolishness. In addition
Catron Block, Phone 71.
he knows well enough that no man is
president of the Republic of Colombia COUGHING SPELL CAUSED DEATH.
until after he has taken, hold and is in
"Harry Duckwell aged 25 years,
the saddle. General Reyes' action is choked to death early yesterday mornvery commendable and will prove of ing at his home, in the presence of his
Single statehood for New Mexico benefit to himself and very likely to wife and child. He contracted a slight
cold a few days ago and paid but lit
first, last and all the time. The ques his country.
tion of combined statehood with Ari
tle attenjlon to it. Yesterday mornzona can be discussed when necessity The Democratic leaders in Congress ing he was seized with a fit of cougharises. For the present no such con are talking of having the 'Democratic ing which, continued for some time.
National Convention called early and His wife sent for a physician but be
tingency "exists.
of making a long campaign next year. fore he could arrive, another coughing
Aldermen of the city of Grand Rap Those who control Democratic party spell came on and Duckwell died from
ids! . Michigan, are cheap. One of councils in New Mexico are consider- suffocation." St. Louis
Dec. 1, 1901.
Ballard's Hore-houn- d
them told his vote on an important or- ing the advisability of following su't
dinance for a city franchise for $80.
here. However, it does not look as if
Syrup would have saved him.
the voters either in New Mexico or 25c, 5.0c, and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
throughout the country at large are
Insure Your Property In
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. so very, very anxious for long Demo
ATLAS
ASSURANCE CO., Ltd., LONDON.
AH druggists refund- the money if it cratic campaigns, especially in . New
H.
N. WILLCOX, Agent.
ReMexico.
Let
them commence, the
fells to cure. R. W. Grove's signature

If

EUGENE A. FISKE,

;,

Attbrney and Counselor at Law,
santa Fe N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Francisco

and

searching titles a specialty.

A. F. SPIEGELBERG
4?

M.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,

Attorney-at-Law-

hereafter.

of boodling in postofflce
Nebraska town. All good
cerely hope that this will
both for the sake of the
of himself.

s

J. E. Lacome, Proprietor.

New York Republicans are to have a
harmony dinner soon. For their own
good and that of the party of the
country it is hoped that harmony in
fact will reign in the Empire Statel

nine-tenth-

prosperous.

SAN FRANCISCO ST., SANTA

N

Office in Grlffln Block. Collections

the finest brands of
WINES. LIQUORS AND CIGARS
AH the Popular Games.

th

Favorite
the merits of Dr. Pierce's
Prescription and his ' Golden Medical
Mrs.
Flora
Arn, of
Discovery,' writes
Dallas, Jackson Co., Mo, "I was
tempted to try these medicines after
seeing the effect upon my mother. At
an early stage of married life I was
greatly bothered with painful periods, also a troublesome drain which
rendered me very weak and unfit for
work of any kind. I became so thin
there was nothing left of me but skin
and bone.
My husband became
alarmed and got me a bottle of '
Prescription.' After he saw the
wonderful effects of that one he go'
me two more, and after I used those
up there was no more pain, and I began to jraiu in flesh very rapidly."
Favorite Prescription " makes

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, Nr

Has on hand a constant supply of

IU

CARDS.

Attorneys at Law.

OXFORD CLUB

cnoicesT

luc wuuu
could not buy it. What
use for' diamond rings to
cuipuaaiK l til. out uujkcu
fingers, or earrings to light
p the cheeks hollowed bv
I
disease?
.ileaith is the first requisite
Ltf
womanly happiness. General
in women has its ori- gin in local womanly diseases.
Cure the diseases of the delicate
womanly organism and the general health is perfectly restored.
The remarkable benefits experienced from the use of Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription
are due to this medicine's perfect cures of womanly diseases.
It establishes regularity, 'dries
weakening drains, heals inflammation and ulceration and cures
female weakness.
"It affords me great pleasure to be
able to say a few words in regard to
lUiailtUUUB

PROFESSIONAL

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.

f

W PIEIICB

:

PIIUTII IIISTIM- -

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type
writer. Translations
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

,

STENOGRAPHY A TYPEWRITING.
Lew H. BJake.
135 Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered. Phone 76.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established and Supported by the Territory.

Building.
.

of Standard Eastern Collet. Ne
and equipments modern and complete; steam-heateall conveniences.
Session is three terns of
LAUNDRY, $200 per session.

SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,

buildings, all furnishings

baths,

water-work- s,

TUITION, BOARD AND

thirteen weeks each,
ROSWELL
REGENTS

FRANCISCO DELGAOO,

'"'

ai! graduates

'

3,700 feet above sea-leve- l;
Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea

'
d.

and E. A. Canoon.
COL, J. W. WILLS0N, Supt.

'Santa Fe,

N. M.

SCRATCH PAPER.
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
papers at 10 cents per pound at the.
New Mexican. This Is Scrap paper put
up In pads and Is less than the paper
originally cost. Only a limited supply.

d,

is a noted health resort,

For particulars address

'

'

J)

i.i

i

Call on the New Mexican Printing
Company for engraved . visiting cards.

a...rfj',ift'-

Sva F

New Mexican, Saturday, December X 9,
' let the GOLD

CABALLO

DUST TWINS do your work

' 'J

DO YOU SEE THE POINT
CLEAN AND SWEET EVERY MORNING. We run the only Daily
is the Right
Bread. Cake and Pie Delivery in the City. The Only Way
Way. Enough said of the Delivery.
EatTHE QUALITY Try Us. "The Proof of the Pudding is 'n the
ing Thereof."

y-

r

Professor Fayette A. Jones, of
the United States Geological
Survey Says It Is 0.

L

L

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS, ETC.
Jersey Cream Flour Has Never Failed.

m..

v

GOLD DUST MAKES

-

KINSELL

GROCER- S-

GENERAL USES FOR GOLD DJISTt

IC1VUUIUK polishing br&SBwork.
I room, pipes, etc. tanu iuhiuuk vu

huwukvbw"j

HARD WATER SOFT

si

Jt jt When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget

. 7FIH.ER

THB
AAM

m

A

J

IAFEi

s-

QUICKEL C& BOTHE, Proprietors.
Clafe

I

I

JJ

j

Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
jer je

'

&

Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes j
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

A

Hacks and Vehicles Promptly Far-nished tor Ail uccasions .
Rigs.
Carefal Drivers for Tocrist Parties. First-clas- s
Parties Conveyed to All Points of Interest in and About
Santa Fe. Camping Parties Furnished With Turnouts

LOWITZKI.

TELEPHONE

Si

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

57.

'

MaulR. Otbbo. Register
Insure Your Property in

Oysters any style at Claire Cafe.
First-clas-

short order meals at the

s

Bon Ton.

the appetitite and
the
digestion, try a few dos
strengthen
To

imDrove

es of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Settz, of Detroit. Mich., says: "They restored my
appetite when impaired, relieved me
of a bloated feeling and caused a pleas
ant and satisfactory movement of. the
hnwok " There are DeoDle in this
community who need just such a med
icine. For sale by all druggists. Ev
ery box warranted.

The Bon Ton for things good to eat.
Follow the crowd to Claire Cafe.

tho inly Mural

odieinQ
ntlbf

checked up, from
the unhappiness of mankind arises from little stoppages, from a duct to the dogs-eat
throw
Sod V
physic
in the wrong place. For the prevention of this
bowels-k- eep
outlets
the
the
open.
will
Bonly natural medicines, that
regulate

CELERY

Eosy ijof Digcsticn

cnccdr

to Eat

wry puckofm.

Prepared

FE,

N. M.I

t

,!,

JACK FROST IS HERE !

Shotguns
Rifles, Pistols,
tnr
the

V..a Jaala

illuft-

Sann

hnniUnft

Stevens." Hyou
cannot obtain them, let
tiflknow and we will ship
direct, express prepaid,
upon receipt of price.

trateacauuoK
anuwj- 4
tinted in shooting; it i 1
Indispensable to you. fl
Mill free. anvwheie.B
-4f
upon request.

y f

Chlcopee Falls, Mass.

MONERO COAL

CERRILLOS AND

STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.,
P. O. Boi S092,
,,J6ga-

Mil.

OUR PATRONS DO NOT MIND HIM. ..
THEY ARE SUPPLIED WITH OUR FIRST CLASS

I

Our interestinir puzzle is a hard not to crack
but not impossible to solve. Sent anywhere upon
stamps.
receipt of two
Address, "Pnazle Tpartment."

'

HFirc Wm

very ex
Blunders are sometimes
is me
lite
itseit
pensive. Occasionally
Drice of a mistake, but you'll never be
wrong if you take Dr. King's New LifePills for Dyspepsia,' Dizziness, tieaanrho Over or Bowel troubles. They
nri irfmtlA vet thorough. 25c at Fisch
er Drug Co.

! I

CAPITOL
OFFICE- -

Garfield

No

Near

Ave,

TiT

&

COAL

YARD

S. F. Depot.

Telephone.

No. 85.

Stool Pigeons. No Gift Enterprise.
All Goods Marked in Plain Figures.

Catch Game.

TTTifliii-PRtfir- i

A. T.

Why depend on the ''Burro Man" (or your
wood when you can have it when yon want M
Extra dry, and cut to fit your stove.
Kindling in any quantity Prices Rea
sonable RUSH ORDERS RUSHED!

A TUT

fO

No

DATA AD

30a SAN FRANCISCO
ST., SANTA FE. N. M.

Methodists Secure the Right of Way
in the New Santa Fe Central
Town.

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

The thriving Santa Fe Central town
a Sunday
have se

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
First-clas- s
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
M
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

of Estancia now boasts of
cxhnni and thp Methodists
cured the field.
with thfi ("omDletion of

of

the new
school house, erected for the town by
General Manager W. S. Hopewell of
Development com
the Pennsylvania
EUROPEAN PLAN.
AMERICAN
ot .lie
pany, came the organization
public school system, in which a ll"ely
interest is being taken, and the senooi Postal
Telegraph and Cafcle Co's Office to the BalMtog
under taO
is erowinsr in- numbers
watchful care of N. B. Gorman, the
CORNER PI,AZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
teacher ensraced. But the peopb ot
the town are religious as well as pro
gressive, and the school house noirg
just the place to hold Sunday scuoo;
services, such was organized last &nn
day by Forest E. Dunlavy, general
manaeer of the Dunlavy Mercantile
Company, who is one of the elders in
st .Tnhn's M. E. Church in this city,
The Sunday school was organized
All Kinds of Building Material.
with 51 members, who in turn elected
the following officers: P. A. bpecKmann, superintendent; Mrs. A. ti
Garnett. assistant superintendent; N
B. Gorman, secretary; J. W. Records,
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.
treasurer: Miss Kate Mason, librar
an
ian. The officers are assisted by
active corps of teachers, who will push
SANTA FE and CERRILLOS, N. M.
'3P3a.cn.e 35- the work with a will.
Arraneements were made and com
mittees appointed to celebrate Christmna rinv in n fittine: manner, liacn
member of the Sunday school, old and
remem
vounar. will receive some
brance at Yule tide. The enrollment
eood for a beginning, will be doubled
within a month, as both old and young
are taking an interest in the Sunday
0,hnni urnrk A vote of thanKs was
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR 8PKCIALTIKS Old Crew, McBrmyet. Qockenbeirof Rye, Taylee
extended to Mr. Dunlavy for the ac
and Paxton, OM Jordan and Monogram. Ky., Whiatciaa.
tive part he took in the organization.

OR

-

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

LUIV1BER

SASH

'

DOORS

TEANSFER AND STORAGE

P. F. HANLEY

elements introduced by .a haphazard diet.
will, if eaten daily; eliminate from the system the unsound

HutrilicAis

SANTA

FincVincs,Li(riiofs&Cigaf5

OISAT FLfltlE

Pclafctlo

H

Chavez, all of Galisteo,

ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
.
.
New Mexico
SAnta F

1?

II

"Steven"

cannot help hitThe man heltad the
reprelent Accuting the mark, an thene 6reann
and Durability to
racy. Reliability
Stevens irearml
the blithest degree attainable.
are yielding aatUfaction wherever nsed, and toarea
the world aronnd. Our line
favorablyknown
.
and varied one. consisting of.

ESTANCIA

OLDEST IN THE CITY J
Uvey, Feed & Sale Stable

Ds

Water and Galiateo Sta.

Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS

SUNDAY SCHOOL

'

Food

AKERS

H. B.

HEART FLUTTERING.
food and Eas in the
Notice for Publication.
stomach, located just below the heart,
(Homestead Entry No. 5,100)
nressies asainst it and causes heart
DKPABTMBNT OF THB lNTZHIOll,
When your heart troubles
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M., Dec. 7, 1908 palpitation.
a
Notice U hereby riven that the following you In that way take Heroine lor
named settler hai filed notice of his intention few days. You will soon be all right.
to make final proof in support of his claim,
ml that bkM nrnnf will be made before the 50c at Fischer Drug Co.
at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
register or receiver
Antonio Chavez v San
linuiri 1CHU. vis:
minor children of
of
the
doval, guardinn
neat,
Kloardo unavez, ror me swj4 oi
5. township
2
section
of nw! and lots and 3,
10 north, range lzeast. tie name, ine iuhuw
Inc. wltnsM tn nrnve his continuous resi
denoe upon and cultivation of said land, viz :
AT
argarito
Donaciano Angel. Luis Angel,
Chavez, Bernardo

cr.

-B-

1

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO
ATRTTfYTTTtHOTTE

LOWER SAN FRANCISCO STREET

CO.

I INCORPORATED I

phy-sicia- n.

WINE of CARD VI

&

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

Telephone, No. 40.

fff

,1!

or Car.

J

-

cleansing oatn

MRS. HELENA BLAV,

::,,

We can sell you a Sack

GOLD DUST
softens hard water instantly, cleans everything and makes housework a pleasure.
uuuio,
IocruuuiuK "WOU-n-
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"The Klondyke of the Territory of
New Mexico in the Caballo Mountains
J
in Sierra County is all right, and to
convince you I am right I will show
Fayette
I you the stuff" said Professor
A. Jones of Albuquerque in the emof the United' States Geological
J ploy
Young Milwaukee Society Woman.
Survey, in the lobby of the Claire
Hotel last evening, producing about
The woman who has suf
i;N thousand cured
half a dollar's worth of the coarse gold.
weakness
female
from
ered
women have written
'This is a sample of the gold which
should do anything within
to tell how Wine of
I blew out myself." he continued. "The
health.
secure
to
reason
Cardui bestows the
district is a new one and has not been
Wine of Cardui is the mediblescing of health on everv
cine that appeals to reasonawoman who takes it, rich
prospected to any extent to ascertain
women who
ble women
the quantity and quality of the gold
and poor alike. Mrs.
hold operations and cutting
Helena Blau,..No. 123 Sevto be found there. There are two
in horror women who know
enth Street, Milwaukee,
gulches, the Silva and Trujillo, which
that Nature is the best
Wis., is one of the young
are apparently worth considerable to
Wine of Cardui
women whom Wine of Cartheir
back
women
the owners. It is my opinion that thelife
rescued
gives
from a
dui lias
Mrs. Helena lHau.
a
Nature
crivinc
bv
health
gold does not come from any great disShe
writes:
of suffering.
to build up the wasted and distnnnA Inrterinir from the size of the
chance
"Wine of Cardui is certainly 'worn eased tissue. Wine of Cardui regulates
narticles found and their flaky nature
cut' women's best friend and I am pleased the menstrual now and JNature, when
Some lode claims which may be the
of
the
or
drains
of
the
poisons
to give my experience with it. A few relieved
nritrin of the trold are being investi
makes
the
functional
months ago I caught a severe cold, hav- in the system,and
gated.
healthy again.
organs strong
"I siient about a week in the district
ing been out in inclement weather, which
woman who is silently suffering
Any
settled all over me, particularly in the untold pains because she is too sensitive
and have taken a geological cross cut
'
. i
if.
nf the main Dortion of the camp, it is
abdomen. I was in almost constant pain. tO UnuergO a piiysiuian B CAomuitttw"
find
no excuse for
can
treatment
and
mv intention to contribute an article
1 consulted a
physician and took his not
relief when Wine of Carsecuring
on
the find to some scientific magazine,
without
and
for
medfcise
a month
any dui is offered to her. There is no pubNliistrfttiner the district With maps. 1
relief. I then decided I would try your licity to deter her. She can take Wine
shall also propound a theory of the or
medicine and it was a lucky day for me of Cardui in the privacy of her home,
final
isin of this gold.
cure
of
a
assurance
much
when I did so. I noticed a change in a with as a dozen doctors recommended
"I am rather favorably impressed
as
though
few days and felt encouraged to continue it.
with the camn. and believe that it will
Many physicians do recommend
taking Wine of Cardui, and my patience Wine of Cardui to their patients.
within a short time prove quite an im
was rewarded, for in two weeks my pains
Why not get a $1.00 bottle of Wine
portant factor in the mineral wealth
had left me and I felt like a new woman, of Cardui from your druggist today?
of the Territory of New Mexico. I am
not therefore in accord with the re
A million suffering women
norts circulated by some of the people
have found relief in
who have been to the district that the
Wine of Cardui.
finds are no bonanza, for I believe that
with proper development the district
will be productive of much wealth to
those who stay there and work it for
all
that it is worth."
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FAVORABLY IMPRESSED

A perfect beverage rich
in nitrogenous elements.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace: David T. Hanbury, London,
England; W. H. Long, Oscar Klein, J.
E. Eldof.' Albuauerque; C. A. Carruth,
I
J. Law, Antonito; M. Burgess, Denver;
H. W. Kelly, Las Vegas; W. ti. un
derwood. Hutchinson, Kansas.
Claire: F. A. Jones, Albuquerque;
Carl Foreman. Santa Fe; C. K. Gal- bralth, and wife, C. R. Galbralth, Jr.,
Franklin, Pa.; Mrs. J. N. Woodrow,
Mrs. A. C. Keinath and child, Newton,
Iowa: Thomas Werner, Sandoval; J.
.
Frank
M. Sandoval,
Albuquerque;
Purslev and wife. Antonito; F. L. Ives,
I New York:
w. Robinson, Denver.
Bon Ton: J. 'A. White ana son,
George Murray, Raton.;.Frank Johnson
J.a. Alberts. Las Vegas; Antonio MeAdina. C. M. Burnett, Albuquerque;
I G.
Reed, T. A. Lenaora, Aiamosa;
I
Martin Gonzales, Sablno. .
v
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December t9, 1903.

ing and attractive spots in all his travels.
Miss Lizzie Hockett of San Marcial
is in Las Vegas on a visit to Mrs. F. J.
Our Store.
Wants You
Easley, wife of the division superin
tendent of. the Santa Fe Railway at
that point.
Miss Elizabeth Cross who is a stu
'
dent at the College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park arrived Wednesday to, spend the holi'days with her mother Mrs. Frances
Cross on the south side.
Professor F. A. Jones of
left this morning for Estancia
Wholesale and Retail
via, the Santa Fe Central Railway to
make a scientific investigation of the
salt lakes and soda and sulphur deposits along the line of the road. He
for
will be engaged in that business
several days.
Miss Hazel Mitchner, who for the
past few days has been the guest of
her brother, Harry R. Mitchner, of the
TO
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS:
New Mexican Printing Company, left
We are displaying the largest line of Christmas Toys and Novelties that was
this
morning for Cripple Creek where
ever shown in Santa Fe. This is the season of the year when we have hundreds
she will spend the holidays with a sison
our
customers and the fact is we have just th
of patrons. We enjoy waiting
ter, and then go to Denver to attend
the School of Music.
things that men, women and children appreciate mostly in the way of Christmas
Gifts. If you can't find anything to please you here, where in the world will you
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
find it- - Come and see our great display and take advantage of Eastern prices.
of the United States Industrial Indian
School will go to Lamy tomorrow
morning, to meet his niece, Miss Ida
Manuel, of Los Angeles, who has been
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL visiting
relatives in Chicago. Miss
San Francisco St.
Telephone
Manuel will spend the Christmas holi
Harry W. Kelly a Las Vegas mer days with Mr. and Mrs. Crandall, and
chant, was in the Capital City today then return to her California home
C. V. Safford traveling auditor, who
attending to business affairs.
GROCERS
General Manager W. D. Lee of the has been on an official trip to various
Booth's Baltimore Oysters
Santa Fe Central, returned today from counties in the southern part of the
an official visit to points along the line. Territory, is expected to return home
Breakfast
Bacon
Swift's
Hams,
Poultry,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McNair of Las Ve early during the coming week, and will
and Dried Beef.
have gone to Santa Monica, Cali- spend Christmas with his family. Dur
gas,
Fresh Nuts, Dates and Figs.
BOSS PATENT FLOUR
fornia, where they will remain for the ing the past six months Mr. Safford
tt
has worked very hard and arduously,
next six weeks.
A Fine Iine of Coffee.
Still the Best. Try It and Be
and has been away from his home
of
E.
.the
Ellis, proprietor
George
tC
Convinced. $1.25 for 50 lbs.
Claire Hotel, has returned from Ojo about 25 days of each month engaged
in traveling about the Territory atItalian Macaroni.
Caliente, where he has been for the
to the duties of his office.
tending
weeks.
three
CHRYSTAL PATENT
past
R.
A.
Gibson, president of the Gib
We
New York, State Buckwheat
Dr. and Mrs. 3. M. Diaz entertained
The Next Best. 50 lbs. $1.15.
son
Company, and also
Development
Mr.
Milton
and Mrs. Alfred
-Flour.
Informally
interested in the Sunmount Tent
Bergere and a few of their friends City, will spend Christmas with Mrs.
CORN MEAI,,
Wednesday evening.
Gibson and their daughter, Uda, in
GRAHAM FI,OUR
Honey! Maple Syrup.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, general New York
We
City, and will leave on the
manager of the Albuquerque Eastern, following day for home, expecting to
SANTA CLAUS
returned this morning from a business reach here about the first of January.
trip to Albuquerque.
Mr. Gibson has been east for the past
B.
who has two months, and has done much work
Hon. T.
Catron,
TELEPHONE 36.
P.O. BOX 434- been in the southern portion of the for the benefit of Santa Fe, as well as
on legal business, is expected looking toward the investment of capTerritory
I have just opened a
to return to this city Monday.
ital for the development of mining
Daniel McCormack of Oswego, New properties in several of New Mexico
York, who was a guest at the Sanitar counties.
Last Thursday evening Miss Daisy
ium, has returned to his home in the
Empire State for the holiday season. Patterson entertained several of her
Hon. Amado Chaves was a passen friends at cards in honor of Miss MitchIn the Catron Block.
ger for Albuquerque last evening ner of Albuquerque, who was on a visit
are showing the choicest, most up-to-dto the Capital City for a few days and
where today he attended to legal .busi
'
for
Colorado.
ness. He expects to return home to left this morning
line of
'
Small Profits !
Prices Right !
morrow.
Among those present besides the hosQuick Sales !
tess and guest of honor were: Mrs.
Mrs. J. N. Woodrow and Mrs. 'A.
Keinath and child, of Newton, la., ar Heiner, Mrs. Hall, the Misses Heiner,
rived in the city yesterday, and today Elizabeth DuVal, Anna Haase and
Call and see
To be found in the
Dr. C.' A. Wheelon,
took up their residence at Sunmount Laura Davis;
before
elsewhere.
stock
'
Messrs.
J.
Mitchner,
Davis,
buying
Ashby
Tent City.,
DuVal and Clay Patterson.
Hugh
No
trouble
to
will
It
you.
pay
Acting Governor J. W. Raynolds left
refreshments were served durshow
last evening for Las Vegas to attend Dainty
goods.
you
and a delightful time
the
to official business, and also to Visit ing by evening
all present.
spent
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson
Colonel and Mrs. W. A. Glassford,
Raynolds, over Sunday.
who have been in Manila, Philippine
President W. H. Andrews, of the Islands, for
nearly two years, expect
Santa Fe Central, will return to Santa to
leave there for the United States
230 SAN
Fe on the limited tomorrow morning, soon after the first of
January. Colonel
FRANCISCO ST
after an absence of several weeks in Glassford who has been
in charge of
Pittsburg and Chicago.
the government cables and telegraph
John H. Walker, who has been quite. lines in the Islands, made an excellent
The History of
ill during the past three weeks, is .con record in
that position, and his tour of JUST RECEIVED A car of assortvalescing and on the road to recovery duty being up, has been ordered re- ed California Wines. Try a bottle or THE EQUITABLE
ASSURHe is still very weak, but under the lieved. Colonel and Mrs.
gallon of White Port. It's something
ANCE SOCIETY
Glassford,
circumstances, is doing, well.
Shows that all necessary and practical'
before returning to this country, will new, at J. WEINBERGER.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Greer of Albu- - visit sections and cities in China,
reforms in Life Assurance during he
Insure Your Property in
aueroue. have gone to California to japan, ana aiso Honolulu.
ex
past quarter of a century have originThey
I will see to it that
I want your business.
ORIENT INSURANCE CO., HARTFORD.
spend the holidays with Mrs. Greer's pect to reach San Francisco about the
ated with the Society. For example:
parents. They will be absent from the first of March. Both are very vell
H. N. WILLCOX.SAgent.
THE EQUITABLE WAS THE FIRST
you are satisfied with us.
known in this section of the Territory,
71.
Territory about a month.
SOCIETY TO SIMPLIFY AND
Telephone
TH
LIBERALIZE THE POLICY '
H. D. Hollister, connected with the especially here and in Las Vegas, and
"CAUGHT-WIAHOOK."
CONTRACT.
Continental Oil Company at Albuquer are popular and respected. They will
,
The finest mess of fish that "ever
que, has gone to Denver for the holi visit this city and the Meadow City up swam the water, such as Mountain To give choice of various methods of
settlements.
days. He is a nephew of U. S. Hollis on their return, and before going to Trout,
Spanish Mackerel, Black Bass, To render Its policies, old and new,
Colonel Glassford's new post of dutv
ter, vice president of that company
Salmon,
Silver Herring, Bullheads,
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker
undlsputable after three years.
and other beauties. Go to the Bon
To reduce the term to two years.
of Las Cruces, presiding judge, of the
look
at
a
them.
Ton
and
take
goo.d
'Schil. Do now.
To further reduce it to one year.
Third Judicial District, spent the past
Moneyback says
it
To issue deferred dividend policies.
week in Deming, holding court for
ling's Best
To give the assured the right to draw
Luna County in that prosperous town
r
tea
Ipiceg
as a surrender value at the end of a
Mrs. T. B. Catron and two sons,
soda
coffee
extract!
flavoring
term of years, the entire reserve,
Thomas and Fletcher, who are now in are such as vou want at the
w.th the surplus, in cash.
two
where
the
together
Geneva,
Switzerland,
.
IS NEAR AT HAND!
To
Its
choose
to
to
pay
are
policy holders immediately
school,
expect
boys
pay."
prices you
But we still have a nice assortment Cigar Boxes, Jewel Boxes, Cracker return to attending
in June next and
upon the death of the assured.
Fe
Santa,
At your grocer's.
of Beautiful and Useful Goods for
Jars, etc.. Toilet Sets, Silver Novel- spend the summer here.
Therefore, insure in
HOLIDAY GIFTS.
ties, Gold and Silver Filigree, Rings,
at
C.
an
Dibert
cVliss
law,
attorney
cJ7Vlugler
Philip
in
Work
Bead
In Cut Glass,
China, Chains. Charms, Fobs,
at San Francisco, paid his cousin,
Quail, ducks, prairie chicks at the
in Girdles, Hat Bands, Fobs, etc.
wove crest ware, .hand-painteFrank Dibert, of the Santa Fe Central, Bon Ton.
It is the
My prices are reasonable.
a flying visit last night, en route from
Anounces especially low prices in fine hats
"GOVERNMENT BONDS"
NO. 247
a month's business trip in the east to
of Life Assurance'
Insure Your Property in
now, clvlnj one desiring to make ladies
C.
the Golden Gate.
SAN FRANCISCO ST.
or misses what they love best, beautiful
SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
MRS. L A. HARVEY, AGENT.
Colonel W. A. Woodruff of the comhat for Christmas sift. Also hand made 102 Chapelle Street
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.
missary department, United States
71.
lace collars, and many other pretty things
Telephone
Army-- , has been retired from active
'
for useful and handsome presents.
Insure Your Property In
service with the rank of brigadier
ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.
FIRE
he and Mrs. Woodruff
snd
general,
? j&
&&
H. N WILLCOX, Agent
have taken up their residence in San
Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plasa

Santa Clans
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Salmon &
Abottsleman,
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Jfe GREAT

A TREE

DRY GOODS
THE

S. Kaune

fe

c

for

News

Christmas Choppers

FANCY GOODS - DOLLS
are displaying the best assortment of

TOYS

.

-

Holiday Goods and Toys ever brought to this
city. Call and be convinced. Prices to suit

--

cordially invite everybody to
at our store, and guar
meet
and
courteous
antee
prompt treatment to all.
everyone.

'

NEW : CASH : STOKE

Xmas.

We

ate

Christmas Goods

JUST RECEIVED

A new line of Christmas goods and winter patterns of Carpets and Rugs. I can

our

Xmas.

Xmas.

give extraordinary values in these lines.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

LADIES' WAISTS AND SKIRTS
A complete assortment that will
PLEASE ALL
I

city.

our

tlFE

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

!

JOHN KOURY

Christmas

baking-powde-

'

MILLINERY

.

Hand-Painte-

THE EQUITABLE

d

j.

A

YOjVTZ,

Jeweler.

Wonderful Display

or

CJmstmas Gifts!
.

EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY
PROVIDED FOR HERE.
A Large Line of the Latest Toys, Including

Automobiles,

Bowling Alleys, Skates.

Fancy Dishes,
:

Wo Ao

Etc.

Bric-a-Bra- c,

aAT

THE

:'

McKEKZIE

Qardwaro

Store.:

.,
Francisco.
C. R. Galbraith, a mining man operating in the Cerrihos district,

his

wife

and

son,

C.

R.

OPERA

Gal-

braith, Jr., were guests at the Claire
yesterday. They left today for their
old home in Franklin, Pennsylvania,
where they will' spend the holidays.
Mrs. James H. Nicholson and her
son, Boies Penrose Nicholson, will
tomorrow
for Washington,
leave
Pennsylvania, where they will spend
the Christmas holidays with Mrs.
Nicholson's parents. They will return
to Santa Fe about the middle of January.
David T. Hanbury, of London, England, is a guest at the Palace. Mr.
Hanbury is a regular "globe-trotter,- "
having traveled extensively over the
five continents especially in the Arctic
regions. He is a civil engineer by pro
fession and has made many surveys in
various portions of the globe. Although he has seen much, he is enjoying his visit to Santa Fe greatly, and
considers this' one of the most charm

HOUSE

ONE NIGHT ONLY
tt tt t

sale,

Dec.

is.

COLORADO G0LLE6E GLEE
:

r

MANDOLIN

CLUB

SANTA

FE, N. M.

THE : OLD

:

Telephone

CURIO

:

71.

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, Prop.

301 and 303 San Francisco

Yi

RAFFIA, REEDS,

.

340

,

Pexican and Indian Curios
.

O. I10X

BEADS

Wholesale awl Retail Dealers In

Reader.

Admission - - - 75c. and jl.oo P
Reserved Seatsat Ireland's.

Street.

FOR INDIAN BASKETRY

Assisted By

P. B. RICE,

,

The beat place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
Mexican Pottery, Relics from the Cliff Dwellings,
Indian Baskets, in fact all sorts of Curloa of Indian

at Our Stor j j
SANTA FE, N: M.

aA Max lean make can be found
:

:

.

'

I

I

Santa Fe New Mexican, Satefday, December i9, 1903.

J. P. VICTORY 'MINOR

CITY TOPICS

Attorney at Law and

Ileal Estate
112

opt

San Francisco Street. Santa Fe,

IS.

M.

REAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real estate secur-ton easy terms.
HOMES.
I have a nice cottage (double) six
rooms on one side, 4 on the other;
owner occupies 4 rooms and the rest
rent for 25 a' month; good neighborbull-dinhood; ample space to erect other
and
stables
on same street;
Is
asked
the
price
other outbuildings;
very low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone
house with all modern improvements
house, 7
the other an adobe-bricy

k

:

Ireland's Pharmacy

Fifty Years the Standard

Offers the Swellest Line of

Buy your Xmas gifts at S. Spitz.
Hot soda at Fischer Drug Company.
Short orders a specialty at Claire.
John Whalon, has returned from Albuquerque, where he spent the past
ten days on business.
A large line of books, games, novelties, toys, etc., just received at Welt-mer'the sign of the Big Book.
The Rev. W. Hayes Moore, pastor of
the First Presbyterian ' Church, will
conduct services in the A. M. E.
Church tomorrow evening.
The hills and peaks east of the city
presented a beautiful appearance this
morning, being covered with a mantle
of snow, the first of the season.
The Rev. W. Hayes Moore, pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church, will
preach an appropriate sermon for
Christmas day at the morning service
tomorrow. The public is cordially invited to attend.
The Capital City Club will hold an

rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
city water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
fruit trees; currant and raspberry
bushes; lot 80 by 2G5 feet.; The stone important business meeting at the resii
house will be rented.
dence of E. A. Fiske, Esq., the president of the organization, Monday eveORCHARDS.
December 21. All members
I also have a fruit ranch in a high ning,
should be present.
state of cultivation, in the suburbs,
Ctiristmas is near at hand is the keywith a building site overlooking the note of the
change of advertisement
is
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there
San Francisco
C. Yontz, the
of
H.
an artificial reservoir, the only one of Street jeweler, which appears in toIn
more
or
Its kind In the city, 12 feet
offers at reasonable
of day's issue. He
depth, holding over 125,000 gallons
prices a fine line of holiday gifts.
from
water, constantly replenished,
J. M. Sandoval of Albuquerque, who
which the whole place can be Irrigated was ousted as assessor of Bernalillo
which
and
daily during the summer,
County this spring and whose case Is
could be stocked with fish. The land on appeal before the Territorial Su
contains many hundreds of young trees preme Court, is in the city today. So
of the finest and most valuable varie- is Thomas Werner, a deputy sheriff of
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums, Sandoval County.
the
apricots, cherries and other fruits, a
The children of the Sunday school
greater part of which already bear; of of the Church of the Holy Faith will
young bearing vineyard, thousands
have a Christmas tree Thursday evenbushes of currants and other small ing, December 25, at 5 p. m. The regufruits; extensive beds of asparagus, lar Christmas day session will be
rhubarb and other fine vegetables. To preahed by the rector at 10:30 o'clock.
be sold on easy terms, and for much There will be special music.
111 health of
less than it cost, owing to
Bids for the construction of the new
sanitarium building to be erected by
the owner.
the Sisters of Charity on the grounds
CHURCHES.
St. Vincent's in this city, were not
of
ConI am authorized to dispose of the
opened
yesterday, as advertised, the
south side,
of these having been postgregational Church, on the
opening
convenient to the contemplated Union poned until December 28, at St. Vinwill
and
Depot It stands upon two lots, will be cent's in this city.
be sold cheap, or the building
vases,
Jardanires,
par'.'
china, at S. Spitz.
repaired and leased to responsible
ties.
The management of the Water and
THERE ARE OTHERS.
Light Company give notice that the
water in the mains on San Francisco
stone,
some
small
houses,
Several
Street and around the plaza will be
my
some brick, others frame, upon
show shut off tomorrow, Sunday for the purto
be
would
I
glad
which
books,
depose of making necessary repairs.
an intended purchaser. They are
be sold Water consumers along these sections
will
and
situated,
sirably
should take due notice.
cheap.
The following dry goods houses of
PLAZA PROPERTY.
the Capital City will keep open evenTo those wishing to catch the cream ings beginning Monday evening until
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks after Christmas: Seligman Brothers
at figures that will double themselves Company, Salmon & Abousleman, J.
and John
H. Gerdes, John Dendahl
in less than three years.
Koury. After Christmas the usual 6
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
o'clock closing will be observed.
I have several business blocks for
Buy your Xmas. candy from the old
sale on this great mart of trade, some
man. Fresh every day is better,
than
more
candy
eigh;
of them producing
asked. cleaner, purer and healthier.
on
price
net,
purchase
cent,
per
The local weather bureau" forecasts
IMPORTANT TO LIVERYMEN.
fair
tonight and Sunday and
best colderweather
I can sell you the finest and
weather
tonight in north porTerrition and in the south portion Sunday.
equipped livery stable in the
of its real value; The maximum temperature yesterday
tory at
includes fee of land and commodious was 44 degrees at 2 p. m and the minbrick barn, together with the good will imum 23 degrees at 4:10 a. m. The
of a flourishing business, 30 horses, temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
buss, hacks, picnic wagon, buggies,to was 27 degrees.
and all the other vehicles that go
Hot cholocate at Fischer Drug Comlivery barn, and pany.
make up an
all practically new. Good excuse for
The snow storm which occurred in
eale. In a live and growing city. the Santa Fe Mountains last night and
Write for particulars.
this morning, was evidently a local atCHANCES.
BUSINESS
OTHER
mospheric disturbance' only, as no
snow fall is reported, either last night
and
commercial
other
several
I have
deor today, from Las Vegas or Albuquerbusiness propositions to submit those
life and to que and as but a few insignificant
siring to enter mercantile
snow flurries were noticed between
erow up with the new era of prosperity
Fe Cen- this city and Alamosa.;
now coming in with the Santa
'
tral Railway.
STATUARY, that is it.for Christmas
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
for your friends for sale by S. Spitz.
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rock
The football eleven of Company F.
640
Isiand road, I can sell you about
First
Regiment Infantry, National
grazing Guard of New Mexico, wilL commencacres; patented; excellent
land.
ing Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock,
every day on the High School
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for practice until
Christmas. The memgrounds
desirable
of
ale several large tracts
are requested to reof
eleven
the
bers
land which I am permitted to sell at port promptly, so as to be in fine trim
very low figure. One tract contains to meet the United States Industrial
bout 3,500 acres, and is located about Indian School eleven on Christmas
miles southwest of
'
three and
day.
of it is under
all
Las Vegas; nearly
the
of
for
Copies of yesterday's issue
fence; good grazing and water
ilof New Mexican containing the finely
tract
Another
timber.
some
ntock;
article
and
lustrated
very interesting
Las, Vegas; on
650 acres, 7 miles from
the "Scenic Route"- Road can be
Umber and grazing, with an excellent had at the counting room of this patream of water passing over it. Still per at five cents per copy. Thousands
another tract of 350 acres of farming, of copies of this issue should be sent
west
8
grazing and timber land, miles
away as it will prove first class adverof Las Vegas, with running water tising for this town. The New Mexican has printed a large extra edition
upon it.'
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ONLY A FEW BUT VERY CHOICE.
A VERY DESIRABLE CHRISTMAS PRESENT

HOLIDAY SEASON IS HERE
DIAMONDS,

i

.'
'

'

J

The Cut Glass displayed by us will
make fine Christmas Gifts. Toilet
Articles in Sterling Silver, Ebony and
Stag. Filigree Fob Chains, Brooch
Pins, Neck Chains, Souvenir Spoons,
Bracelets, Card Cases, Ear Rings, etc.

WVVUJLUJli
linprovos fho flavor and adds to
the hoalthfulnoss of the food.

Curet aCcld in One Day, Gripfi 2

Dys

it

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers
P. S. DAVIS, President

J jt

S.

0.

CARTWRIGHT,

Sec'y and Treas.

PIT

:

No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
HOLIDAY GIFTS.
Nothing is better liked or easier to
select than a pieces of China, Cut
Glass or Pottery. We have a very
handsome line of China, in Salads,
Olives, Cups and Saucers, Vases, Fern
Dishes, etc. Our line of souvenir
China this year is especially nice.
The decorations are very handsome in
blue and gold, the pictures are of the
Old House, San Miguel Church and
the Capitol building. The price is very
reasonable, only 25c for handsome
vases, trays, olives, cups and saucers,
etc. Sent by mail prepaid for 35c.
TREE ORNAMENTS.
We have already opened up our tree
ornaments. Animal bon bon boxes,
candle holders and things of that sort.
It would be well to make your selections now to be sure of getting what
you want.
TURKEYS.
Order your Christmas turkey now.
We will be able to get turkeys for all
who place their orders at once. We
have never yet failed to fill orders.
OUR BAKERY.
We have just completed and moved
into the best bake shop ever built in
Santa Fe. It is light, cool and airy.
The oven is large, well built, and in
every way satisfactory. We are now
better equipped than ever before to
furnish our customers with clean, sanitary, well baked bread, cakes and

pastry.

CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.
We have a good line of well known
brands of cigars for Christmas gifts.
11.00
Box 25 Cremos
2.00
Box 25 Belle Creoles
2.00
Box 25 Arthurs..
Jas.
Box 50 Judge Taft, Fontellas,
G. Blaine, Lillian Russell, Porto
2.00
Rico, Cremo, Franklin
2.00
Box 25 Dry Climate. .
.25
Box 10 Deity Cigarettes
15
Box 10 Moguls..
.25
Box 10 Princes Lillian
10
Box 10 Trophies
Handsome Pipes, and fancy smok-

ing tobaccos. Almost any brand of tobacco you can ask for.
' MEADOW GOLD.
The just, the same or just as good
kinds of butter fail to satisfy as does
Meadow Gold. See that you get it.
HIGH GRADE COFFEE.
There may be other brands of coffee that give as good results in the
cup as SEAL BRAND. If so we have
never seen them. Seal Brand is always good, aiways the same, always
fresh.
FINE CANDIES.
We are headquarters for medium
and fine grade candies at reasonable

HOLIDAY
GOODS
J0

LARGE

s
pound boxes
s
pound boxes
pound boxes Chocolates
pound boxes Chocolates
Bon-Bon-

Bon-Bon-

1

:

Goods

ASSORTMENT:

FANCY ROCKERS,

PICTURES and
PICTURE RRAMESr

J&

MOULDINGS.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

BIGGEST LINE OF

TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!

IRON BEDSTEADS

JUST RECEIVED

EVER BROUGHT TO THE CITY.

Give me a call. It will give me pleasure to show you my line of goodwhether you buy or not. My prices are right and goods right.

-

WE LEAD THEM ALL!

HE ClliLES

WflGIIEfi

30 and. SOS

FIIIHUBE

CO.

an Francisco St.
We have just received a car load of :
TUBULAR HOT DRAUGHT
HEATING STOYIS- -

25
15
35
20

THE BEST STOVE ON EARTH
UNDERTAKING

which five games were played by the
Santa Fe Stars versus the Sports, was
won by the Sports who scored 3,633
against 3,602 points made by the Santa Fe Stars. The highest score was
made by Emllo Mignardot, of the San:
ta Stars, who made 214 points, and
now Is in the lead for the big fat turkey offered by Edward S. Andrews,
the proprietor, for the highest score
made, before December 24. The highest average score was made by Mr.
Andrews, who rolled 160 points.
If you want to learn to make your
own candy, the old candy man on the
corner wil. teach you.
See Fischer Drug Company's holiday stock before buying your Xmas.

Household

prices:
1

it'

DAVID S. L0WITZKI.

CO. General

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

7&

All Goods Engraved Free.

Price baking powdeb co.. Chicago.

AND

EMBALMING.

CbaroU AaBoanetneats.

Charles Wagner, Licensed Embaltner and
Cathedra). Fourth Sunday of Advent.
Progressive Mortitlan.
Dec. 20, 1903." First mass at 7:00 o'clock
a.
sermon
mass
m.,
at 9:30,
a.m. Second
in English. Third mass at 10:30, ser
ON
mon in Spanish. Ai 4 ociock p. m..

GOODS SOLD

We Carry Everything

in Household

Furnljiiaj.

Our Goods are Marked in Plain Fiforos.
One Price, and One Only.

.

EASY PAYMENTS.

Vespers and Benediction.
Guadalupe Church. Tomorrow, Sun Furniture, Queensware, Cutlery and Tinware, Stoves and
day, Dec. 20. There will be only one
mass at 9:30 a.m. No services in tne
Ranges, Fancy Haviland China of Every Description.
'
evening.
Church of 'the Holv Faith (Episcopal)
OR MONEY WILL BE REFOIOEI.
SATISFACTION
Palace Ave., Rev. VV. R. Dye in charge EVERYTHING GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT
m.
a.
9:45
at
School
Morning
Sunday
prayer with sermon and Holy ComWith Us.
No Risk
11
o'clock. Evening prayer
munion at
at 4 o'clock.
rre9byterian Church. 9:45, Sunday TELEPHONE: Store, 10.
SecoHfl - Hanfl Goods Boooftt am Sou.
school; 11 o'clock, Christmas sermon by
No. I.
the Pastor; 6; 45 Y. P. S. C. E. No Night call at residence,
evening service, the Pastor preaching
presents.
in the A. M. E. church at 7:45. EverySince the new furniture and fix- body welcome. W. Hayes Moore,
tures have been placed in the Santa Pastor. E.
A. U.
church, Johnson Street
Fe
people are greatly The Rev. W. Hayes Moore will
postoffice,
preach
DO
pleased and very well satisfied with at 7:45. The fjublie cordially invited.
the convenience and comfort now exIf So Try the New Cuisine at the
isting there. Several of the patrons
FOR RENT iNew 7 room cottage,
of the office have called at this office
stationary range and all the
and informed the reportorial force that Bath,
modern improvements.
Apply to Geo.
in
neat
everything looked so nice and
E. Ellis, Claire Hotel.
the office that they were afraid to go
into it. To be sure, new postoffice fixDO YOU EAT FISH?
All the Delicacies of the Season.
Short Orders a Specialty.
tures in a building 300 years old are
fine salmon
some
of
those
If
0
try
e
somewhat of an incongruity, but never-thwhite fish, trout and cat fish
J. W. HUBBS, Manager
less the people are greatly pleased steaks,
has on
the
that
Bischoff,
with Postmaster Walter for initiating hand for those who butcher,
desire to feast on
the project of procuring the new furfish.
fresh
good
office
neW
fixtures for the
niture and
and carrying It through successfully.
Eat your Christmas dinner at the
is not yet in place, but will
Everything
Claire
Cafe.
week.
be by- the middle of the coming
If you do not know what to purKeep yourbusiness ever before the
chase for a Christmas gift call at public
by advertising in your home
Spitz's jewelry store.
paper. A good advertiser aiways has
--

to do Business

YOU

..:'

Alanine

JEWELRY, WATCHES, CLOCKS
tft

for this, purpose.
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
land
of
tracts
Clean cotton rags, suitable for maI can sell you large
suitable for mining coal or the produc- chine purposes are wanted at the New
Mexican office, cash paid for same.
tion of timber. RANGES.
County Superintendent of Schools
CATTLE AND SHEEP
In all parts of the Territory, and John V. Conway, will be inhaling the
aroma of the best cigars made in the
,
one in Wyoming.
,
Philippines, as the result of the
UNFUR-NISHEROOMS: FURNISHED OR
thoughtfulness of Sergeant Richard
Gutterman of Troop A. Thirteenth
Lamb fries and sweet breads at the
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in United States Cavalry, who writes un- Bon
Ton.
en
or
from
Single,
der date of November 12, 1903,
all parts of the city.
suite for light housekeeping. Some of San Mateo, Rizal, Philippine Islands,
'.' (nsure Your Property In
them within five minutes walk of that he has sent him a box of cigars
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
i
by registered 'mail.
Plaza.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent
The bowling contest at the Exchange
I will take rleasure in showing
in
Hotel
last
Telephone 71.
bull
bowling
alleys
night,
desirable
prospective investors
of the
-- ites in the neighborhood,
the
Capitol, and in the vicinity of local-ities
ALWAYS REMEMBER THE FULL NAME.
Presbyterian church, and other.
of the city which in a few years
axative JJrorno
.
will be worth doubte'the present ask- .

Kaigs

Ever Shown in Santa Fe.

-

II

Sfantiid

t

A

& SfjLyy

ho. 25c

EAT?

0 0 0

success in any honest enterprise.

U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair to
night and Sunday; colder inweather
south porin north portion and
tion Sunday.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 44
degrees, at 3:00 p. m. minimum, 23
degrees, at 4:10 a. m. The mean
was 34 detemperature for the 24 hours
grees Relative humidity, 44 per cent.
Precipitation, 0.02 of an inch of snow.
Temperature at 0:00 a. in. today, 27

GrCTLESALE

FLOUR,

PY,

to-ni-

degree.

and
DETAIL
EEALED IN

GRMJU, POTATOES,

SALT and SEEMS

Only Exclusive Grain House In City

k

X:
Santa Fe New Mexican Saturday,

if

Thyself;
heart vibrates to tnat iron sirmy.

Ros well, the seat of Chaves County,
will shortly boast of being the terminal of another railroad that wil cross
into the Territory of New Mexico from
the "Lone Star State."
During the past week an important
business meeting of the directors of
the Texas, New Mexico and, Western
Railway was held at Dallas, at which
plans were perfected for beginning
the construction work on the new line
shortly after the holidays. The route
to be traversed by the new road lies
west from Dallas to Roswell, penetrating some of the finest grazing lands in
New Mexico, as well as a section famous for its fine sheep and cattle,
which are raised in large numbers.
There are also some good towns
along the line, and more will be developed pursuant to the advent of the
railroad. Bonuses have been offered
by towns between Dallas and Roswell,
to have the railroad enter. The general offices of the company will be at
Dallas, while offices will also be established at the Roswell terminal.
The following officers of the new
road have bean elected: E. P. Spears
manager;
president and general
Charles Stelnman, vice president, and
M. J. Healy, general superintendent of
worl; of construction. J. A. White was
appointed temporary secretary.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF

NEW YORK
'resident.

LA KG EST

IN TIIK
WOULD

Manager. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

PAUL WUNSCHMANN

H

&

CO., District Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

W0

The McMillan
Universal Typewriter Book
for

Typewritten Book Records
.

IN THE

Any operator can make the records on any standard
typewriter, and insert them as finished, in a regularly
bound book, (not a file). No special machine required
fcr Book Records. Extraction or substitution of sheets
practically impossible.

Two new suits have been brought in
the District Court for Santa Fe County, as follows:
William L. McClure, trustee, for the
uses of William Fraser, versus Juan
Santistevan ancU Arthur R. Manby, assignees, to foreclose a mortgage for

Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
Congress, U. S. Patent Office, New York Life Ins. Co.,
many County Clerks and Surrogates and a host of others,

$2,000.

&

BENEDICT, i645Champa St., DENVER, Colo
Dealers. Santa Fe. N. JW.

EW MEXICAN PRINTING CO..

tiff.

It is harder to run a dining-car
than to keep hotel,
have mastered the
we
but
art.

Dining

In the divorce proceedings of Louis
Ulibarri versus Jacinta Ulibarri, in
which the charge was abandonment
and desertion, and in which the plain
tiff sought the custody Oi three minor
children, a decision finding in favor of
the plaintiff and awarding him the cus
tody of the children was handed down.
A. B. Renehan, Esq., was the attorney
for the plaintiff.

sil-

Dainty linen, spotless
ver, glistening cut glass,
flowers on every table from
s,
are
our own
some of the details that
make the service so satisfactory.

Car

GALLUP NEWS BUDGET.

green-house-

U
H

Pointers

4

William L. McClure versus Melqui- adez Montano, suit to recover $613 for
shortage on a sheep partition contract.
In the suit in assumpsit of Albert
G. Miller vs. Robert W. Tandy, Alvin
York and William E. York, to recover
on a promissory note, a judgment was
entered for $1,024. A. B. Renehan,
Esq., was the attorney for 'the plain

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

WVCKOFF, SEAMANS

DISTRICT COURT.

Two Suits Brought in Santa Fe Coun
ty Divorce Granted Judgment
on Note.

Secure

Convenient

Simple

STANDARD FOR
12 YEARS,

Texas, New Mexico and Western Railway Company to Commence Work
at Once.

MUTUAL
DARBY A. DAY,

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
,
Telephone 71.

.

of the
Burlington carry these dining-cars.
Denver to Omaha
Chicago, Sti Joseph, Kansas
City and St. Louis.
All thro' trains

The first

and

Rooting
elastic
Positively the

made.

durable on the
market. Avoid inferior,
untried materials claimed to be "the same." All
such claims are false.
most

We alone make

y

RUBER01D ROOFING.

There's nothing else like
it.
THE

PAINT

STANDARD

CO.,

New York,
Chicago.
Los Angeles Agents:
&
Towne,
Blake, Motfitt
8
S. Los Angeles.

Pennyroyal, pills
DrSrt
4

B

T

all

Genuine.
Al"ayre1lble.
Ladle., ,k
NGLISH
CH ICHKSTEK'S
in ItED nrt Uoia melimo doio.,
with blue ribbon. Tnke no other. Renue
Ilunireroui Bubtltutlon orandredIrnlw-tlnn4c. In
DruggiM.
Buy '
tamp, for Particular Testimonial,
nd "Keller tor Lndlea," in leewr, bj
Mall. 1 B.000 Teitlmonuui. Solduo-ofChichester lijemljnl
DruKtiu. .

Timely Suggestion.
This is the season of the year when
the prudent and careful housewife replenishes her supply of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. It is certain to be
needed before the winter is over, and
results are much more prompt and satisfactory when it is kept at hand and
given as soon as the cold is contracted and before it has become settled in
the system. In almost every instance
a severe cold may be warded off by
taking this remedy freely as soon as
the first indication of the cold appears;.
There is no danger in giving it to children for it contains no harmful substance. It is pleasant to take both
adults and children like it. Buy it and
you will get the best. It always cures.
For sale by all druggists.

for

Jutloa toll pupae

Hwlm Bo "are.

uum

Seize.
This Opportunity
To obtain any of the valuable

This is positively no hitch or
prof-

13m

O.

W. VALLERY, General Agt.

DENVER

New Mexican Printing Comill do your job work with neat-

7ie
pany

t

ness and dispatch.

Digest to New Mexico
prem Court Decisions for sale by
New Mexican Printing Company.
Money"

Su-th-

e

HOLIDAY RATiS
VIA

in.i:u.im-i:-

n

To Points in the

SOUTHEAST
Also to points in

'

and to certain points in
COLORADO and OLD MEXICO

i

,

At One Fate Plus $2.00 for Round Trip. On sale Dec. 18, 19, 20 and 26.
' ..
Limit 30 Days.
Local Holiday Tickets also on sale Dec. 23, 24, as, 30 and 31 and Jan. 1.
Unit January 14, at rate or One Fare.

"ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
T--

.
HEALY,
El
Paso, Texas.
Agent,
Passenger

A.

N. BROWN,

G.

P.

A.
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

30

21

34

35

27

38

83
29

23
30

31
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SOCIETIES.
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGB
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. F. EASLEY, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

Notice for Publication.

E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

"W.

REVOLUTION IMMINENT.
A sure sign of approaching revolt
and serious trouble in your system is

down systems
particularly
Jewelry, Mantel Ornaments, Albums,
all the usual attending aches vanish
Ma
Carpets. Curtains, Rugs, Talking
under its searching and thorough, ef
chines, lfitc, fitc,
fectiveness. Electric Bitters is only
OUR OFFER Is made so as to introduce Our 50c, and that is returned if it don't
Goods to You and Your Friends.
give perfect satisfaction. Guaranteed
Within the next 12 months in order to by Fischer Drug Co.
introduce our goods and bring them before the public we are going to make
Insure Your Property In
you the following proposition; In or
INSURANCE CO., LIVERPOOL.
ROYAL
der to cover ine expense oi maimi?,
send
to
we
vou
ask
etc..
H.
N. WILLCOX, Agent.
etc.,
printing,
10 cents in coin and we will mall you
Telephone 71.
our Richly Illustrated Catalogue, and our
No 1 Copy of the Woman's Sin; the copy
A FRIGRTENED HORSE.
of the book itself cost 10 cents without
like mad down the street
Running
illustratis
richlv
which
the Catalogue,
we
are
the
15
Now
cents.
occupants, or a hundred
dumping
ed and valued at
both books and all other accidents, are every day occur
willing to mail you
the details how "to get the Premiums for rences. It behooves everybody to have
Do not delay as we a reliable Salve
10 cents in coin.
handy and there's
will only Issue a limited number of none as
as Bucklen s Arnica
good
Premiums on this our first offer in your Salve.
Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema
section.
Send at once for this offer, do not put and Piles, disappear quickly under its
it off but write at once before it is too soothing effect. 25c at Fischer Drug
late Boys, Girls and Women look into Co.
tbis,
A glass or two of water taken halt
LOUIE MANUFACTURING CO.
an hour before breakfast will usually
1033 Chestnut
Harsh
keep the bowels regular.
cathartics should be avoided. When a
Philadelphia. Pa.
purgative is needed, take Chamber
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Notice for Publication.
They are mild and gpntle in their ac
(Homeitead Entry No. 7,233.)
tion. For sale by all druggists.
Dkpahtmunt of the Intfbiok.
r.anrt Office at Santa Fe. N. M. Dec. 16. 1903
Notice Is hereby riven that the following
Pumpkin Pie like your mother used
named tettler has filed notice of his Intention to make, at the Bon Ton.
to mnkn final oroof in suoDort of his claim.
and that 8 id proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
CURED PARALCSIS.
January 27. 190, 8.via: JohnM 19 ShMds forthe
nwH of section
north, range
township
S.
W.
True, Texas,
Bally, P. O
3 east. He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon and writes: "My wife had been suffering
cultivation of said land viz Hugh Murray, five years with paralysis in her arm,
Leonard Winhoefer, Orln S Brown, Linus L.
when I was persuaded to use Ballard's
Shields, all of Pert. N. M.; :
ttAMUBi. B. Oikbo, Register.
Snow Liniment, which cured her all
right. I have also used it for old sores,
Notice for Publication.
frostbites and skin eruptions. It does
(Homestead Entry No. 6247.)
the work." 25c, 50c, J1.00. Fischer
Depahtmknt of th Interior.
Drug Co.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Nov. 28.

Street

,

Special to New Mexican.
Gallup, N. M., Dec. 17 D. Rolando,
a former saloonkeeper of Madrid, has
purchased the Perero saloon at Clark- ville.
On Tuesday night Fidelity Lodge No.
10, I, O. O. F., elected the following officers for the term commencing Janu
ary 1: Robert Wypor, noble grand; J.
S. Bowie, vice grand ; James Sneddon,
secretary; E. Wllmunder, financial sec
retary; Alexander Bowie, treasurer. J.
M. Jacobson was recommended for the
appointment of deputy grand master.
The lodge numbers 72 members and ia
in a flourishing condition.
Inspector Churchill of the Indian
is hereby given that' the following
settler has filed notice of his intendepartment, accompanied by his wife named
tion to make final proof in support of his
returned two days ago from the Zunl claim,
and that said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe. N.
pueblo and left the next morning for M
. on January 4, 1904. viz: Luis Kivera for
Keams Canon to make an inspection the s'j of the swM. section 23. township 17
of the Moqui pueblos.
north, range 13 east. N. M. P.M. He names
following witnesses' to prove his contiW. H. Gillenwater, president of the the
nuous residence upon and- cultivation of said
viz: Tiburclo Rovbal, Felix Roybal.
land,
Montezuma Trust Company, was here
Bowles, Jose B, Roybal, all of Rowe,
on Monday to make a transfer of the Andres
N.M.
Makuel R. Otebo, Register,
Tratnick saloon to John Starick of
Gibson; consideration $1,200.
'
Notioe for Publication.
Wallace Bowie, who has been workeitead Entry No. 4710.)
(Hoa
as
a
arat
machinist
ing
Omaha, will
DSPAKTM' nt of the Intiiuior.
rive here next Tuesday, to spend the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Dee. IS. 1903.
Notioe is hereby given that the following
holidays with relatives.
named settler has filed notice of his intention
J. B. Harper and his foreman, Mr. to
make final proof in support of his claim,
McVaugh, arrived here on Monday to and that said proof will be made before the
at .Santa Fe. New Mexico,
register or receiver
commence operations on the Zunl Res- on
January 25.1 904. viz: Thomas W. Anderervoir. They spent two days at Zuni. son for the ne'i of neH section 2i, seK of se4
seM section 1.1, townshlo 17 north, range
Two carloads of machinery are now n12'4east.
He names the following witnesses to
his continuous residence upon and
unloaded
and
more
arprove
three
being
will
of said land, via: Theodore (4.
cultivation
rive here in a day or two. One hun- Martin. Simeon
Viviash, Harry S, Arnold,
dred thousand dollars will be expend- D. L. Williams, all of Pecos N.M.
Manuel R. Oteko, Register,
ed in the next two years by the government on the dam and reservoir.
Notioe for Publication.
There are but two cases of scarlet
""
(Homestead Entry No. 5,096.)
fever in town at present.
of
Department
the Interior,
Beyerd's ice rink on the Puerco, has Land Office at Santa Fe.
N. M., Nov. 24, 1903
become a very popular place for the
Notioe is hereby given that the following
of his intention
filed
notice
has
named settler
young people in the last ten days.
make final proof in support of his
An Interesting entertainment will to
'
claim, and that said proof will be made
or receiver at banta
be given next Wednesday night by the before the register
Fe. N. M.. on Deo. 28, 1903, viz: Kfren Gonzapupils at the public school house.
les de Duran widow of Juan Ignaolo Duran
seU. section 17. township 19
During the two weeks' Christmas va- Hwiuieri. for 6the
range east. He names the f ollowing
cation the school directors should have north,
witnesses to prove nis continuous rewaenoe of said land, via: Sasteam heat put in the school building, nnnn and cultivation
Pomuseno
Ortega, l avid Komro.
a number of children have contracted i turnino
Valencia, Miguel sancnez, an ot Ban
M.
N.
'.
colds from the uneven temperature of
Mascbl R. Otero, Register.
the rooms. They could make no more
move
econboth on account of
popular
Insure Your Property In
omy and the health of the children.
NIAQARA FIRE INS. CO- - NEW YORK.
Samuel Poston, who was run over
and killed at Fort Dodge, Kansas, some
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent
days ago, worked as a switchman in
Telephone 71.
Gallup for several years. He was well
liked here and left many friends to
BETTER THAN A PLASTER.
regret his untimely death.
with
A piece of flannel dampened
Chamberlain's Pain Balmmnd bound
The Annual Dividend Policy
on the affected parts, is better than a
Is the Best Life Insurance.
plaster for a lame back and for pains
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS. CO- - CINCINNATI. in the side or chest.
Pain Balm has
no superior as a liniment for the relief
Lowest Rates Biggest Returns.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
of deep seated, muscular and rheumatic pains. For Bale by all druggists..
Telephone 71.
iiae-foos-

ARKANSAS. ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS,
MINNESOTA. MISSOURI, NEBRASKA,

3

7

I. O. O. F.

Side-board-

-

u

j""

6

nervousness, sleeplessness, or stomach SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
Your choice of the articlos mentioned and upsets. Electric Bitters will quickly Meets every Friday evening in Odd
over 200 other useful household articles.
dismember the troublesome causes. It Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Exnever fail to tone the stomach, regu- Visiting brothers welcome.
Dinner and Tea Sets,
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
tension Tables, Couches, Morris Chairs, late the Kidneys and Bowels stimulate
Rocking add Dining Room Chairs, Si- the Liver, and clarify the blood. Run A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
and
lverware, Watches, Clocks and other
benefit

1903-No- tice

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

1

Frl Sat

con-"lav-

articles mentioned fkkk of chahge

scheme as hundreds are
iting by our offer.

Wed Thur

SANTA FE CHAPTER,
(Homestead Entry No. 5118).
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
rEl'AUTMENT OF THE I TBKIO",
convocation second MonLand Office at Santa Fe. N. M. Deo. 9. 1903
Notice is hereby given that the following;
in each month at Maday
of
his
intention
notice
filed
has
named settler
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
of his claim,
to make final proof in supfort
,be mnde before the
MARCUS ELDODT, H.P.
and that said proof willSanta
re, N. M , on ARTHUR
at
register or receiver
for
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
laiiiiarv20, 1901. viz: Jose4. Ortiz y Pino,
section 19, townthe se iwH. lots 3 and
14 east and nok se!,
ship 10 north, range 10
SANTA FE COMMANDERT
north,
range 1.1 east
section 24, township
He names the following witnesses to rrove
e
No. 1, K. T. Regular
cultivaand
his continuous residence upon,
Sandoval.
fourth
in
each
tion of said land, viz; Antonio
Monday
of Galisteo, M.
Juan Pena. Cayetano Chaves, N.
month at Masonic Hall at
M. .
M, K. H. Willison of Santa Fe,
.
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
KlAHUUii n.ui'Bnu neis unci

.

lilliipii

Hoi Tae,

Sun

A

weather-proo- f

i

1903 December. 1903

Thick and juick steaks. Claire Cafe.

to write me.

IN

METROPOLITAN INS. CO. NEW YORK.

TO ROSWELL

every
If you have confidence in your ability to
succeed as a seller, the rewards are equal to
the difficulties to be overcome if you have
ihe art of persuading others, and can give
satisfactory references as to your character
and ability, it might be to your advantage

OM)ES

Insure Your Plate Glass In the

FROM DALLAS

it Trust

.'H

December J 9, J 903.

S

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Vis
iting patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.

REBEKAH LODGE NO. 1
Regular meeting first
and third Tuesday ' of each month at
Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting brothers
and sisters welcome.
MYRTLE

I. O. O. F.

SALLIE VANARSDALE, N. O.

Laura Davis, Secretary.

A. O. U. W.
GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.
Meets every stcond and fourth Wednesday at 8 p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
K. OF P.
SANTA FE LODGE

NO.

2

K. of

P.

Regular meeting every Tuesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights given a cordial welcome.

J. S. CANDELARIO, C. C.
J. K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
B. P. O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.H.
Holds its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays of
each month. Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
J. B. DAVIS, B. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
FIGHT WILL BE BITTER.
their ears against the continual recom- chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
mendation of Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, will have a long A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
and bitter fight with their troubles, if
not ended earlier by fatal termination-ReaA small gasoline engine, new, for
what T. R. Beall of Beall, Miss., sale by the New Mexican Printing
has to say: "Last fall my wife had company. Call or write and get prices.
every symptom of consumption. She
took Dr. King's New Discovery after
everything else had failed. Improvement came at once and four bottles
entirely cured her. Guaranteed by
MOHEY TO LOAN!
Fischer Drug Co. Price 50c and ,1.00.
Trial bottles free.

Mineral Application No. 147.

United States Land Office,
New Mexico, October 26, 1903. 5
Notice is hereby given, That Edward L.
Bartlett, whose postoffioe address isSanta Fe,
New Mexico, in behalf of himself and his
has made application under the
of Chapter Six, Title Thirty-twRevised Statutes, for a United
States
United
States Patent for the Galena Chief Lode Mining Claim, Mineral Survey No. 1173. Bituatein
the Los Cerrillos Mining District, County of
Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico, covering
the
teven Hundred and Fifty (750) feet of
direcGalena Chief Lode in a northeasterly
1
No.
Seven
Shaft
and
the
Discovery
tion from
Hundred and nifty (750) feet in a southwestand lying in Sectherefrom,
erly direction
N. R. 8 E. . and more partions 4 and 5, T. 14 as
follows:
described
ticularly
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, identical with S.
W. Cor. of amended loeation. a srranite stone
28 by 7 by 7 Inches, in a mound of stone
whencd the oorner of Sections
marked
4, 5, 8 and , x. 14 in., k. s o. Dears a sa" ana as
s
E. Six Hundred, Sixteen and
(616.7) feet distant, and running thence North
and 42' W. Six Hundred (600) feet to Cor.
No. 2; thence N.49 and 18' E. One Thousand
and Five Hundred (1,BQ0) feet to Cor. No. 3;
th.,.A S. 4'. and 42' E. Six Hundred (6fKi) feet
to Cor. No. 4, and thence S. 49 and 18' W. One
Thousand and Five Hundred (1.500J fet to
Tor. No l.the place of beginning, containing, exclusive of conflict with Mineral Survey
Nj. 570, the Piuon Lode, Twenty aud
(20.r!O3) acres.
The notice of location of this claim Is rec
ana
orded in theomoeor tne tTosra uiern New
Rv.rtfHoln RiMuirrinr at Santa Fe County.
Record
406,
A.
of
Hook
at
in
page
Mexico,
Locations and Mining Deads, and the amendoffice
tn
said
Book
in
ed location is recorded
No . 1. at page 1T7. Record of Mining Locations
of said County of Santa Fe.
The adjr.iniug and conflicting claims
On the Wast the Cash Entry Lode, Survey
No. 427, claimant unknown; the Troy Lode,
No. 466, claimant unknown ; and on the North
the Pinon Lode, Survey No. 670, L. Bradford

Santa Fe,

At the Next Regular Meeting
'
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Of Santa Fe

pro-visio-

Seven-Tenth-

The

BUILDING L LOAN
ASSOCIATION
Will Receive

BIDS FOR LOANS
H. N. WILLCOX,
Secretary.
Office:

Catron Block, Up Stairs

Santa Fe Filigree
and
Jevrelry IMq. Ce.

iw

Prino. elalmant No other adjoining or
conlUetinol.lakBow5uKtE oMBO
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December t9, 903.
-
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Wc beg to solicit a pottton, pf your

HOLIDAY TRADE.
We will have a complete
A

GROVER CLEVELAND
8
8

line' of Novelties

ADT'S
I

rjaadt's Art Studio
Up

Stairs over Kerr's Barber Shop.

A CHRISTMAS SNAP

This Crystal Glass Cologne Bottle, Overlaid with SterlTimes Size of Cut, Postpaid
ing Sliver, Three for
K1.25,
conOne of the Many Bargains in Our New Catalogue for 1H,
Silverillustrations ff. Jewelry.
taining over 5,000
ware suitable forXmas and Wedding Presents. Free to any
address upon request.

NOBBE & ROEMPKE
and Silversmiths, Galveston.

21

Walbasla Rotate
NIAGARA

ST. LOUIS

FALLS

CHICAGO

If

-

"I was much afflicted with sciatica,"
writes Ed. C. Nud,' Iowaville, Sedgwick, Co.,V Kan., ' "going about on
crutches and suffering a deal of pain.
was induced to try Ballard's Snow
Liniment, which relieved me. I used
three 50c bottles. It is the greatest
Uniment I ever used; have recommend
ed it, to a number of persons; all ex
press themselves as being benefited
without crutches,
by it. I now w
able to perform a great deal of light
labor on the farm." 25c, 50c, $1.00.
Fischer Drug Co.

u

Mineral Appligation No. 149.
)
Santa Fe,

LANDS DKDSR IRRIGATION STSTEH.
These fanning lands with perpetual water tighU are now being oCeni
for sale In tracts of forty teres and npwaras. Price of land wltt no,
10 location. Paypetoal water right, from 17 to M per aero. Moordlaff
ments may be made In ten year looiallmenU. Alfalfa, grain, fralta 01
all kinds, and sugar beeta grow to perfection.

this Orant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.f are the
districts of Ellaabettitown and BaUly, where Important mlaeni
discoveries have lately been made. Claims oa nnlocated groaaa may B
made under the mining regulations ol tne company, waien am
able to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
Kear Raton, N. 1L, oa tUegraat, are located taa Goal Mia
where employ meat star be
Bun Vii a.nd Cnke Comaanv.
good wages for any wishing to work daring the seaaaas that farming
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
goM-mini-

On

a.

The Maxwell Land 6rant Co
RATON. NEIV MEXICO

HIIEILSriRX'

United States Land Office,

New Mexico, October

3U,

1903. f

raoufi,

FARUIK6

Kansas City meats at Claire Cafe.

KZKIOIC

SOt.E AGEN'T FOK

Lemp's St. Louis Beef.

o
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DETROIT

Phone No. 38.

Goadalape Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

mm w mm
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Denver

Rio 6rande, Rio Grande Western, Rio
Grande Santa Fe and Rio Grande

to-w- it

Southern Railroads.

Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek.
Junction, Salt
Springs,
Francisco,
Butte, Helena,
City,
Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle.
Reaches all the Pr aclpal
and
Camps
and
Colorado,

NEW YORK

BOSTON

BUFFALO

1

Gallup, N. M., Dec. 18 (Special)
Some society events are a trifle
slow getting into print, but your correspondent takes pleasure in chronicling this event which occurred several
days since. It is 'not' necessary to
give a date, for the sign was right and
that is all sufficient.
Grover Cleveland, the efficient Indian clerk at B. F. Zahm's Trading
Store was united in marriage with a
popular young squaw, Miss
one of the most accomplished young
ladies in Navaho society circles. The
wedding occurred at a hogan west of
the city and a large number of friends
and relatives were in attendance. The
following interesting cwemony was
groom stood
performed. The bride and
before- the company of 7 friends and
poured water on each others hands after, which they were given the conventional marriage basket filled with
mush, of which the happy couple are
supposed to partake freely, after that
it is circulated among the guests who
eat some of the mush and the last one
who eats receives the basket. A; sort
of blessing is then pronounced over the
couple by the company. A grand feast
is then the order of the day and everybody has a glorious time.
The bride and groom then departed
for their hogan where they will live
happy ever after.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
have the
best wishes of a host of friends for a
long and happy life. Mr. Cleveland
has an English education and is an industrious young man respected by all
who know him.
Miss Cobb of Phoenix, Arizona, was
in the city Wednesday, en route to
Two Gray Hills where she will make
her home.

Maxwell

Notice i hereby given, that in pursuance
of the Reof Chapter Six of Title Thirty-twvised statutes of tbe United States, Thomas
B. Catron, whose postotlice address is Sinta
t jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
Fe, New Mexico, for himself, claiming of the
Sil er KiDg Lode Thirteen Hundred and
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
seven
Lode
Eighty-fofeet, and of the Pilar
Tex.
Gold
hundred and seventy feet, of the: vein, lode,
,
Established 1857. Oldest Jewelry Store in the Southwest.
mineral
or
bearing gold with surdeposit,
Our Mail Order service offers you the same advantage as a
face uround on the Silver King, of six hundred feet in width, and with surface ground
personal visit ft) our establishment.
on the Pilar lode, of six hundred feet in
width; said group of mines lying and being
within the New Hacers Mining District,
County of Santa' Fe and Territory of New
Mexico has filed an a plication to the
United States for a patent to the said
claims, which said claims
group of mining described
as to metes and
are more fully
bounds by the official plat herewith posted,
of
notes
field
survey thereof, now
and by the
VVVVWVVTVVTVVTTTTtVfVfVt
hied in the office of the district of lands, sub
to sale at Santa Fe, New Mexico, which
ject
&
field noies of survey describe the boundaries
and extent of said claims on4U the surface, :
&
nast,
with magnetic variation at iz
Silver King: Bt ginning at Tor. No. 1, a
2.xl2x. ins. set 18 ins. in
Fallow taw Wlmg:
porphyry stone,
of stone, chiseled
ground, ina mound
No. 3, New
from which Mineral Monument
Placers Min. ilist., bears . li" i N.w.iM.u.o
THE POPULAR LINE TO
82 E. 360.8
No bearings Kvailable. Thence
'
survey
feet intersect 4line W Pilar lode ofNo.this
2 ; thence
at 19.8 ft., No. Cor. No.from Cor.
Colorado
Leadvillfc.
2,alimestone, 30x14x6
at 1,:184 feet to
Glenwood
ins set 11 ins. in ground to bed rock. In a
Aspen, Grand
no bearings
mound of stone, chiseled
San
Lake
No.
600
8
Cor.
Ogden.
K.
3,
ORDERS COMPANY F.
to
S.
ft.
available; thence
a lime stone, 26x12x8 ins. set 18 ins in ground
Los
Also
thenoe
ina monnd of stone, chiseled
Towns
S. 82 W, fct 1,19) feet intersect line
Survey
Mining
F.
a
70
COMPANY
25'
E.
HEADQUARTERS
Ho. 974, Ingersoll lode at 884. ft. S.
In
Utah
New Mexico.
Cor. No. 4, which is a rock 22x7x6 ins.
FIRST
REGIMENT
INFANTRY, from
at
i2 inches in ground, marked
set
NEW 1,384 ft. to Cor. No. 4, a porphyry stone,
NATIONAL GUARD OF
3 x9x3 Ins. set lo ins. in ground to bed rock,
MEXICO.
or
with a mound of stone alongohiaeled
The Shortest m1 Only Um Enamlng tot Its Own Track from Kama City
N. M., Dec. 19, 1903.,
Santa
Fe,
from which a plnon tree 4 ins. in diam.
side,
Conveniences.
AH
Modern
and a plnon tree 6
FMt d Buffwo. Wllk
bears S. 21 32' W. 3 ft.
81 Louis to
Company Order No. ,1ft. ..
ins. In diam. bears N. 66 W. 14 ft. both
To
B. T. ; thence N. 8
The members of this command will blazed and scribed
Wo.
W. at 98 7 ft. intersect line
Survey
9
a.
m.
at
the
at
armory
sharp,
report
974 at 870.2 ft. S. 7. 25' E. from Cor. No. 4 L9 fine Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast
ectline
Sunday, December 20, 1903, for rifle heretofore described, ut 3 3 ft. inter
thU survey at 303 ft. N. 45
3.
Solid
filar lode of
practice, to compete for the two com- E. from
3
600
ft to Cor. No. 1,
Cor. No. , at
pany medals offered for the marksmen tbe place of beginning
FaBa. Meals served In the eela. at 200 and 600 yards, to be awarded at The total length of vein claimed is 1,384 feet
BETWEEN
AND
on all Ueketa via
allow
Stop-ovpoint
and distance claimed from discovery
W. 203
io formation Inquire of Couoon the first regular meeting in January to along
For
further
presumed course of vein is S. 82 shown
tested Wabash Paleee Dining Cars.
is
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITY
the members making the best score out ft. and N. 8i E. 1,181 ft; all of which
fc BITCflCOCK. Oesersl Afest, Pasteager Department,
the plat posted herewith, as near as can
SSaket Agents or address
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
of a possible 25. The members will upon
be determined from present developments,
LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
this claim being for thirteen hundred and
report in heavy marching order.
GLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
liuear feet thereof, together
eighty-foof
By order
with the surf ice ground shown upon the ofGRAND JUNCT'N
LOS ANGELES
ficial plat posted herewith. The said Silter
JAMES H. NICHOLSON,
be pat
to
claim
Lode
hereby
sought
King
Captain, Commanding Company F. ented is joined on the mrth by the Pilar lode
of this surey, with which it conflicts, and
S. WRIGHTSMAN,
SAMUEL
SBRYICE A LA CARTS OS)
and
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
B. J. PALEM, Presides!.
by the Paradiselode, unsurveytd. Valles
ALL THROUGH T&tXM
the Grant
Company Clerk.
Brooks, claimants; on the east by No.
3, both
claim No. 4 and by the Granr claim
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1903
uiinurveyed, the San Lazarus Mining Co.,
claimant ; on the south by the Solomon mine,
CompanyOrderNo.il.
Mclntire claimant: by (survey
HENRY L. WALDO, Ttoa
The members of this command will unsurveyed.
Nn Ml - Denver Helle lode and 968 H : Mid
withwhich it
report at the armory at 7:30 p. m. night lode both abandoned,
and by Survey No. 974, Ingersoll
sharp, Monday evening, December 21, conflicts,
lode, with which it conflicts. On the west by
1903, for a preliminary inspection, in Survey No. 974, Ingersoll lode and by Survey
est-e- d
988 H; Midnight lode nbandonedj, with
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo these waters has been thoroughly
preparation for the regular inspection No.
which it conflicts, and by the Pilar lode of
cures attested to
miraculous
the
by
Cliff
by a regular army officer, when the this survey, with which it conflicts.
Ancient
In the midst of the
said Silver King oted
diseases: Paralysis,
in the following
several companies of the National The original location of
miles west of
15, 1892, and was retwenty-fiv- e
dated
is
lode
February
wellers,
for
Guard of New Mexico will compete
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
corded May 7th, 182, in Book No, 2 of Kecords
Notices at pages 286 and 287, inaos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidthree medals to be worn by the off- of Location
of the liecords of Santa Fe County.
clusive,
AffecGovernor
to
be
awarded
by
icers,
SAMTA FE, HEW MEXICO
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- - neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
New Mexico.
Miguel A. Otero, commander-in-chief- ,
Pilar Lode Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a por- nnca Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
stone. 30x12x6 ins. set 2') ins io ground
to the company receiving the highest phyrymound
Mineral Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
of stone, chiseled
in a
Monument No. 3. New Placers Min. Dist. bears
percentage.
and bathing, $2.50 per day; II
of stages run to' the Springs,
N. 19 W. 2987.6 ft no bearings available; at telly line
By order of
Silver the temperature of .these waters is per week; $50 per month. . Stage meets
580.2 ft. S. 45 E. intersect lin
JAMES H. NICHOLSON,
King lode of this survey at 36 ).8 ft. N. 82 Eat. from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
from Cor. No.No.1, heretofore described;
Is at
Captain, Commanding Company F. 600
2, a porphpry ston 25xJx6 carbonic.
ft. to Cor.
Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort
SAMUEL S. WRIGHTSMAN.
in set 16 ins. Ingrouudin a moundof stone,
Is
Bit.
and
all
open
at
seasons,
tractive
the
6
diam.
in
year
a pition tree, ins. 5
very dry and delightful
chiseled
Comnany Clerk.
ins in round. There Is new
for OJo . Calleate
winter.
bears N. 39 W.619 f t : a7 pinon tree.
commodious
a
Passengers
E. ft, both blazed and
diam. bears N.
and
9.117k H. T : thence S. 45 W at 467 hotel for the convenience
of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a.
LETTER LIST.
4.
Silver King lode of this
Hue
sect
iutei
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the Same
ft,
contain
waters
These
tourists.
and
1
No.
here8
B.
Cor.
S.
297
from
ft.
at,
List of letters remaining uncalled survey described,
from Saata
at 675.6 ft intersect line
tofore
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M., Survey No. 974 at blO ft.S. 70 .'5' E. from Cor.
to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. Foi further
Fe
Hot
alkaline
richest
the
l escribed ;at 77" ft.toCor.No.
being
gallon,
heretofore
4,
for week ending December 19, 1903. No,
3, a poiphyry stone 25x6x6 ins. set 16 ins. in Springs In the world.
The efficacy of particulars, address
a
If not called for within two weeks ground ina moundof stone, chiseled
. .u
oa w
n
ninniiTTMin
in
ins.
main,
office
uwnj
will be sent to the dead letter
ft., a cedar tree. 4 ina. ir diano. bears S 73H W. 3
and scribed
T.;
at Washington:..
ft., bothN. blazed
45
ft. intersect line
N. AI
Adams, John A.; Allen, Hugh D.; theuce
Siirvnv No. H74 at Z3U It. a. 70 2.V B irom
4 heretofore described: at 600 ft. to
Arnold, Mrs. Laura, (2); Baca, Miss i nr Nn
Cor. No. 4, a porphyry stone 30x10x5 Ins. set
Grupina; Erisman, W. A.; Gachupin, 20 ins. in ground
in a mound of stones,
No bearings available ;thenee
Miss Louisa; Gallegos, Miss Beatriz chiseled
N. 45 E., at 138 it. to uor.no. a, amenaea
Gonzales, Survey No. 951 M., Bonanza lode, which is a
Romero (jr
Gallegos;
limautnnn 9.4x16x12 ins. set 12 ins. iu arround
Holmes,
Delmar; Ku-bi- chiseled
Marillita;
Will Bs Pound a Full Use of Table Wines for Family Trad.
M. with a conical mound of
Juan;
Lujan,
Hilario;
'
s
,'.
stone, 2 ft. base alongside: thence along line
Orders by Telephone wm Be Promptly FOlod : : : : ,
EL
survey
amended
io. di m. iiu n. io uor
Perfecto;
Montana, Petra; Montoya,
No. 1, the place of beginning.
Frank;
Geronimo;
Staplin,
Quintana,
770
is
feet
The total lenirth of vein claimed
W.
from discovery point
Thatcher, Mrs. Charles; Thbmas, Jos. and distance claimed
N. 45 .E.
of
is
vein
course
presumed
along
T.; Trujillo, Carlota, Miss; Trujillo, 370ft. and S. 45 W. 400 ft.; all of whiotlii
CHICAGO,
Miss Virginia Montoya y; Underhill, c)inwn ii nun the nliit nosted herewith, as nearrrom
present, aeveiopMrs. Whittlngton, Znose, Jose M.: San as can be determinea
ments, tnis ciaimea neing lor seven uunui en
nrl seventy linear feet thereof, together
chez, Jose M.; Serna, Agustin.
DENVER,
with the surface ground shown upon the
In calling please say advertised and official
The said Pilar
plat posted herewith.
lode claim hereby sought to be patented is
.give the date.
the NE. by the Paradise lode, unjoined on Valles
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
and Brooks cia mants, and
surveyed,
LAKE
with
Postmaster. by tbe Silver King lode of this survey, Silver
which it conflicts. On the SE. by the
with which it conKing lode of this survey,
. Bstancia has GOOD WATBRj SOFT WATER, PURE WATER,
and by Survey No 974, Ingersoll lode,
Have you ever eaten at Claire Cafe? flicts, which
it conflicts. On the SW. by Surwith
RAILROAD WATER, CI,EAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER
vey No. 974, Ingersoll lode, with whi h it
RJUS8EL SAGE'S ADVICE,
GOimiCTS, BSD uy nuieuuvu oui voj
w, u.
Insure Your Property In
Real
j
Puzzle lode, with which it conflicts. On NW.
man,
Buy
Estate,"
"Ypuno,
951
LOUIS.
No.
H.
INS.
'
ST.
Puzzle lode.
CO.,
AMERICAN CENTRAL
by amended Survey
Will soon rsnkiwlth Horace, (eely's laphprism, : , ;r it
Wltu wmcn ll cudiucu, aim uy hiutjuucu out
.
H.
N.
WILLCOX,
lode.
Agent.
1.
vey No. 9i M., Bonanza
"YQNCMArV GO WEST!"
,
PROMPT SERVICE
NEW EQUIPMENT
The original location of said Pilar lode is
"XL you are going,
Telephone 71.
b&fy way." ts
good; thing,
dvj
22, 1897. and was recorded, the
dated
January
whitft-yot
Will
u
elthc
another maxim of
Spanish copy on March tlth, 189 , in Book
at page i9
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS HOLI No. 3 of the Records of Locations
CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M , with the Denver &
call oq or communicate with W. ' P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
of the Records of Santa Fe county, and thn
Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
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A NAVAJO

Efficient Indian Clerk at B. F. Zahm's
Trading Store Marries a Popular
Young Squaw.

Just the thing for CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Fir.e Line of Souvenir Spoons, Jewelry. Etc.

KA

WEDS

TAILORING.
Muralter, the tailor, is headquarters
for fine fall and winter suits, latest
patterns, from ?30 up. Also a large
line of samples of Murphy Brothers'
line, fine business suits from $17 up,
trousers to fit from J4.50 up. Special
attention is calleu to a flno line of
samples and styles of ladies fall and
winter tailor; made suits. A call to
inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
Perfect fits guaranteed.

'the

Nlgr

tourists favorite route
all Mountain Resorts

3--4.

Time and Service Unexcelled
Three

Past Through Trains Daily
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THE FIRST NATIONAL
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0)0 Caliente. Taos County,

ai "OUR PLACE"
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THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
For Prospective; Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December 19, 1903.
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IS YIELDING
ITS FRUITS

the large numbers of holiday shoppers who daily travel
to this store. Don't buy until you have thoroughly inspected our
(,isp,ay, Buy now and you will save money.
To

X-m-

J

Pjof
91

Gifts for the Baby

COME

new High Chair.
Small Rocker,
Drinking Cups.
Sets Knives. Forks and Spoons.
A

X-m-

A
A

"

If "II

' rJ-t-

II

IT

ii

I

gwiir

f

t,

m

How would a nice Dinner Set or
Tea Set. Toilet Set, an Easy Chair,

XI

Things not mentioned suitable for

her.

Gifts

as

Gifts for pother

-

a Beautiful Screen, and 100 Useful

ffWmiM

I

i

V

S

1

X-m-

FVRNITVRE'

Studebaker Buggy,

Paggott Saddle,

Chase Lap Robe.
Rogers, Bros.' Plated Ware.
A Buck Range.
A

ri

We offer many

attractions for this event. Our stock of Rockers,

For Sister

Morris Chairs, Dressing Tables. Chiffoniers, Davenports. Divans,
Mantel Beds. Bouffets. Sideboards, Music Cabinets, Hall Trees,

J! ARNE55ad
VEHICLES

!FA-2Si"0"X-

of all

Youth's Chairs and Rockers,
Beautiful Cups and Saucers.

CHINA

"

Our line of Camports, Salad, Orange Bowls, Chocolate Sets,
Cracker Jars, Bon Bons, Vases, Figures, Cups and Saucers, Sugars

and Creamers, Plate Sets, Etc.
Id EVERY

WILL OFFEB

DEPftBIBlERT-W- E

YOU

If you want a good Baker or Smith
Gun. or New Model Winchester or

6EPINE BUMPS

Marlin, See Us.

91

WAJWS
AND

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED

ANY ONE

ADS

We make special prices on all our FISH, FISH, GOOD FRESH FISH.
wines and liquors for this month." J,
If you want gooty.fresh salmon steak,
WEINBERGER.
white fish, v trout pr catfish for your
breakfast, dinner r supper Friday go
Don't Slip Up.
to Bischoff's nieat? market, south side
Take Out an Accident Policy in the of plaza. ,, V?

.'.'"'

PACIFIC MUTUAL.

desiring male help of any

almas
i

:

:

Suggesiions!

a k
Scissors,
Ice Skates,
Tool Chests,
Carving Sets,
Pocket Knives,

i

:

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

II

HOLIDAY TRADE
ac

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., December 1!) Woo!,
nominal, unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 18
16.
17; fine; 15
19; fine medium, 16
--

NOTICE TO LIGHT CONSUMERS.

meters will be in

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING

January
stalled for all light consumers having
STOCK MARKcTS.
six lights and over. For less than six
New
York, Dec. 19. Atchison 68 h
Tights the fdlltJwtng rates will govern:
York Central, 119 M;
pfd.,
92;New
8
can
Ordinary closing, per month,
Pennsylvania, 118; Southern Pacific,
1, 1904;

j

:

At Oor

Undertaking Parlors

4

SANTA FE, N. M.

'

Tbe Latest Scientific Methods of Embalmlit
dle power 75c; 16 candle
power $1; 32 48K; Union Pacific, 79; pfd., 89; U.
"
'
' ,
candle power $1.7
S. Steel, 11; pfd., 56
ire Employed. Calls Answered from the Parlors Day or Night or by 00R0TE0 SENA, Afu
Twelve o'clock; closing, per month,
Fria Road.
Our Parlors Coasltt of a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. 112
8 candle power $1; 16 candle
Venison and grouse can be found
power
Lincoln
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
32
Avenue,
candle
$1.25;
ptJwer $2. :,
only at the Bon Ton.
After twelve o'clock, per month, 8
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
candle.power $1.50; 16 candle power"
32
candle power $3.
$2;
MARKET REPORT.
For churches, per month, 8 candle
MONEY AND METAL.
power, 25c; 32 candle power 50c.
Lodge room, one night per week, per
New York, Dec. 19. Monev on call,
month, 16 candle power 25c; 32 candli nominal no loans. Prime mercantile
power 50c.
paper 6. Silver 54J.
New York, Dec. 19. Lead and copLodge room, twd nights per week,
per
quiet unchanged.
16
22
candle
month,
per
power 40c;
'
GRAIN.
candle power, 80c.
Close. Wheat,
Lodge room, three nights per week,
Chicago, Dec. 19.
per month, 16 candle power 55c; 32 Dec, 50; May, 83
Dec, 425-'- ; May, 44
candle power, $1.10.
Oats, Dec, 35; May, 37.
The minimum meter rate charged
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ner month will hi fj Rft
Meters are turnARed at it rental of
Pork, Jan.
937.
May, 911.05
65.
25 cents per monthor 6 to
C. P. " Lard, Jan., 86.45; May, $6.63
Ribs, Jan., $6.30; Mav. 96.35.
lamps, all over 10 lamps ineters will
STOCK.
be furnished free.
All flat rates are payable in advance
Kansas Cltr, Mo., Dec. 19. Cattle,
Meter rates on or before the 5th of market, receipts, 1,000 including 500
the succeeding month. Bills not paid southerns. Steady. Native steers, 83.60
94.50; Southby the 15th lights will be discontinued ern
93 15; Southern
steers, 93 85
without notice.
9185
92.65; native cows and
32 candle power lamps are cowsf
. Where
heifers, 92.25 $ 93.75; Stockers and
U3ed the rate for that size lamp will feeders, 93.00
.
93.75; bulls, 93.25
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my ;f
In all cases be charged. Any so called 93.75;' calves, 93.50
95.75; western
entire stock of
51.00; western cows,
agreement with the former manage- steers, 93.50
92.50.
ment differing from the above rates 93.00
INDIAN
Sheep market receipts 1,000, ten lower.
are hereby abrogated, if
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
..
94.10: lambs, 94.50
Muttons, 93.25
will
not
to
be
delivered
'Lamps
any
95.50; Kange weathers, 93.35
93.75;
one unless accompanied by a written
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
93.50.
Ewes, 93 00
order.
,
,y
Cattle, market
Chicago, Dec. 19.
At less than Cost
All bills payable at the office of the; receipts, 300 nominal. '
Good to prime steers, 94.90 0 95.75;
company.
'K'-v- ;
94 50; stockers
soor to medium, 93.00
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
Time to Buy Your
Now is
and feeders. 91. 50 & 13.90; cows 91.25
93 85; heifers, 91.75
94.50; canners,
JUST ANY OLD THING.
93 30; bulls, 91.75
91.25
94.00;
That needs repairing 14 the mechan calves,- - 92.00 g) 95 75.
ical line, such as watches, clocks, sewSheep, receipts, 0,000, sheep and
ing machines and typewriters, call on lambs steady.
Uood to choice wethers, 3.50
14.0O;
Goldie Chapman at Blain's Bazar.
fair to choice miied,
9S.50;
Send for Catalogue
.
Sign of the Old Cart
western sheep, 93.75
93.90; native
Mexican calientes served only at lambs, 94.00 3 95.75, western Umfcs, .:
1
:VJftiv'
j
.
the Bon Ton.
,
4.50
55.60.
!;
and Bun o Alley.
$4n Francisco
.ftS-rpj-

DUDROW

&

M0E1TENIE

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

911-55-

SHOP

CLOSING
OUT

;

10-1- 6

W. H. GOEBEL
The Hardware Dealer.
:

PALATINE INSURANCE CO., Ltd. LONDON.

--

Marbles and Tops,
Red Wheelbarrows,
Red Express Wagons,
Yankee Dollar Watches,
Plain and Safety" Razors,

:

In

.

I

CATRON BLOCK

Insure Your Property

I

GOEEEL

Books and Stationery
All the CHRISTMAS MAGAZINES in stock.
A large line of Novelties, Dolls, Toys, Etc., for the

Insure Your Property in
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY.

Ton, the finest lot of venison, ducks,
WANTED Clean cotton rags, New grouse, Bob White quail, and Elk that
you ever laid eyes upon. If you are
Mexican office. Cash paid for same.
from Missouri we'll show you. Give us
a call. "Do it now."
NOTICE.
"'Any person or persons in any way
' tamper5Eg with the pipes or wires, ex- THE WAY TO ROSWELL
AND SAVE MONEY
tending, adding to or altering the
Take the Santa Fe Central & RocK
game without a permit from the company wUl be prosecuted to the full ex- Island to Capitan and the Roswell and
Capitan stage line, tne best line in the
tant of the law.
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT CO. j West. It saves time and nearly half
fair. For information apply to D. W.
y w. n. f ntenwan, Manager.
Sams J"e, New Mexico. Nov. 27, 1903 Scott, Roswell. 1 M.
V.i

"PANAMA VERY WARM,"
But not half as warm as- our Mexican Calientes, such as the Chile Con
Came, Enchiladas, JPosole,
Menudo,
'
and frijoles, which is being served
constantly at the only short order
house in the city, the Bon Ton.
.

at the Bon Ton.

"KILL- -ON THE RANGE"
And now being served at the Bon

kind jOease notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.

'';

Oysters, fish and game served only

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

POSITION.

Gifts

as

Boys' Wagons.
Target Guns. Etc.

Desks, Etc.

DOLES

as

SALE!

and

:

the

HDiday Present

93-7-

5

.

:

-

3

Street

